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wit~studies qt la°Qor and machin·e ·con~trained systems.· The reader· ' 
' 
· ' , , -+"l:<s-~eT:re a ·~o-~wm:"~ -Dy ·conva.r ,;,: et . 'al ;Iil "tor ·aet frl.1ed ;tu.dies of' __ . , .. _____ _, 
.. "· . .I ' 
... simple machine limited systems.~·· . Most. studies of. machine limit.ea (2 
.. systems have been.· carried o~t: on small hypq~heti.cal s·ystems •.. studies 
... ~ .. ,-~.,. ... _ . 
on madhib.~ and labor limited systems by. Nelson fl5] ~ Maggard[ll] ~ and . ' : . 
. ..,. .. ---' . . . ' 
. . 
. ·, 
........ ,., ":.1-i_.. . ...... .. .-:. ... .. 
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·literature concerni~.g .. ·labor and mac;hine limite<ll. systems. One of. · 
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. _ ·hyper-Erl~g, nor ~og4!""normal distributed. This led to tb·e .'·conc·lu~ion 
' ( . 
. " 
. ' ''that a, s:i~gle resource constrained model. was n.ot' a.ti' adequate repre-
• Sentation of many Teal wa~tS:LprOduct~on ·srstems . 
. 1n i964, R. ;,. Harr,is[ffl conducted a similar stufur and .. follllA. 
that the job--sh·op~--und.er·· study could 3:1ot be modelled by the ErlSAg 
~ 





r .~~-i~orm ·a·· ··sys·te:Iri that· _·is··· more complex t~an· that represente4 by a si_ngle-
' ' . 
resource constra.:i.ned Erlang model. ' ' Harris proposed t·hat a dual~ 
resource cqni:;traiiied queU.ei_ng model ( '.i...e~,. a. ~bine al'.l.d labor 
. ' 
limited model) be consi-dered ~. ~ more -accurate representation of.,· 
., . 
·I ~ ' . ~· 
-t .. - : -· . - 0. ' ; / • .:.,""'\:..-:-, tbe··shop. 




·. -One· or-·t:he first' r~porl·ed. si:muLa.tion st:udi.e.s ·on a· labor-limited . _... 
. . 
;L~ .. :,piOdUc;~oii'~system: "iiii'.s. conducted by Mo~bn Ai1e~.[~J' .. ·metrfcon-•. r'; . 
• 
I I 
sidered a- labor limited job.·· shop characterized.· by 'a dec:l:.ini~g pro- '•. 
. 
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classes basea.· on the machines whicht"co~d. be op~rated· .by 'the . 
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' ,, 
laborers i.n the 'class. The -·:rlexibility of· the work force was varied 
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skilled -labo_r :forc..e. ~.w:~.s preferable to a larger; lelss ·:flexible, -and , 
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' . . · shop with four machines and a· varying number of· laborers ( from one · ' . 
, .... 
\' to ·:rour) ~ Nels.on- studied three queue ·discipl~ri~s. and five labor 
- _;: ·- . 
... 
.'~~·--
- __ ,. ·-
• 1 .t .. ·, as·signment procedures. The queue disciplines we·re first--c.ome-fir:~t·.f: . ,'- .. ~n · -. 
' . ~-"':.· 




. served (F~'S)., first-in-system-f'i·rst-served (FISFS),· and sh.ortest_-· 
imminent-processing-time-first (SPr). ·The_ five labor assignment ~· . . . . . ~ 
. . 
• 
·rgj.:e:s w.e·re-·RA1'1IJOM, ·FCFS ,· ·-FISFS, ·s~, and Lo~gest Queue.- A FISFS 




• la.porer to the· mach;ine at which thei' jo~ with. the_ earli~st ·arrival: 
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i-r-•"""" ·· 
9.,, ot .the )ne~- and variance of· the time iri. the ·sy:stem for .,,the three 
·, 
:,queue disciplin~s was consistent with. ·that or· previous- studies ·on 
. 
. I . 
' . ' s~mpte mac]lfiie ... limi ted syste~., ·. Of' the ~hree. queueing discipliries 
.. ~tud~ea, the· SFT rule :minimized the :me.an time ip the. system but had. 
.. . . 
.. the highes:t -variance on the time i_n .the system. Qf the _five,labor f" . '. . . ·.. 
. -~ ·. ·< 
. 
assignment rules studi~d ,~i.-the Longest Qu~ue rule resulted in the . .,_., .. • 
' . 
. best .~rformance o~ the:· meai1 -~d variance· of t·i·me in tJie system. ·I 
•. 
-
.. Nelson als,o observed tha.t. varying the que.ueing disciplines had·.a . ' . ,, 
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.ass:i-~ent proced¥,r~ .. s ~> '> -~.-~ .... ~-- • · . >4'· ·.- \ -·.~\ · · .. · . .,, ·: -.. ·· 
: . -, In the same study '~d la.fer Stuo.ie~ f 16 ,l 7 ,l9 J , .Nelson also·· - ... ,.4-
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...... ... . -
. 
-.... , . 
. 
. experimented with the -size. ·or. the_.labor. farce, t?,e d~g!~e o£:.:'c~;i7 ·: .· . 
. ~ ... 
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,,. labo;r disposition was var:ied ; __ Nelson found that -as the d~gree of' gQ:b-. ' • r i :. • "'"" .......... ,'. .1.,. .,. .... ---., • ~ 
ti 
',' -~· ;. • 
. . 
. . t'rC?l. increased, the mean and.---va~iance o.f' .. the· .flow t'iine'-_s,.··decreastrd. 
,. -
' 
. -.. . 
• 
r Higher degrees· of centralized control,. how~_ver, did tend to reassign 
-·-···~·· 
. '; \• 
./. . iabo.rers more frequently unae·:t. ce.rt-ain labor assiglllllent rules~ · Addi-. ' . 
. '. - -·-· . 
.. 
. ' 
·ti"onttr1y--, ·~Ne1s·ori·1·s studies· -assumed an 'inst_antaneous · reass.ignment of 
. " 
labo~r~, S1l:gge~ti1i~ the possibility :o:f;\further. :$tUdi.es Which include ... . I- . 
. ' ~ 
. a ·time · i_ag· or penalty for labAr. tr~sfers ." 
· i-
... ~ :or 
.... 
'•r' 'I• 
,.... . _. . 
.. -,~---· 
-·. other studies by Nilson[l9], Magg~d [ll], and Hogg[io]. have 
.., 
dealt -.~-
1. -... ~ . 
. . . -
.- . with homogeneouE> versus. ,nien-homo'gene.ous _ labor :f'o·rces~ The general ilre-. . ' " . -
' . . . . 
sults \r these stu~ies iiidicate that··a.homogelle()us :work forC~ is ,. '! ~-- : 
-.-· .. 
preferable to ·a. les.s ~lexi:ble' norl-h.o~ogeneo{is work force :th a ~anu--· 




. • (l facturi~g envrronmeht .. It be realized~, :h6weve:r:.~ that -.a ·lio~ogenous 
' ·work fo·rce m?,y not be . 




.An~ltlical Studies .-,;· ,·, 
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•· .. 
. •. Thus far, ·discuss~on, has·· been .:~-~mi ted to -~mp.ir.i·c,:a.1 Eµ1:cl.'· simu1·ation. 
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qn dilaJ.,-i-esource constrained ·que~~·ing_1;1ystems. ·. lh T. :Nelsonii5] Was -~ · 
. \ . : : -, . ~~1~ to analyti.,cally deternrl:ne·: an optimal control mechanism' ·fQ.:.r assign-
',. . ~ . •. ' ..... -.... -·--~..... • q, 
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.. . ~- . . ' 
.. \ . 
I. . • I 
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··--~ 9 St ST.. Th~·· objecti v.e. was .to minimi~e the "t:O.taJ. ... -in'"pr.oc~s.'s ·· inventory 
• 1. 
'.:',-
; . _('. Cost over t:tie-time pericid o:St~T. ·. The JO;rk tOrce· was ~sumed to be • ' '• I '• 
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·homogeneous, and complet·ei.y flexible , and the queue discipline was . \ 
.. 
. . 




Nelson concluded ·that a lal:>or .and machi.ne li.mited queti.ei.ng modei 
.--
'" -L-. . .,.. ... .--"'-
~;;;-.....;~' 
. could ""not·, ~in_ gen~ral,.·be. reduced to an equivalent machine limited·"'··· .. ' 
model. Tackac~[23 l considered t~e problem of a sirigle server 
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' It~hak, et. a1.f2l ~ was to determine the distrib~ion of waiting ~ • 
• e 
.. J. . ... 
times ill the. sy·stem at· steady state. 
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'. . 
~ - -., 
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-
·- ., been ·the .. mest successful· means· o;f_ analy.zing the dua.l-resoufc~ 
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. ~ ,-· .--· . . . ' ·, .. :constrained product-ion. system. Mor-e .-recently, simulation stu,di.es )· 
: ' . 
C , 
,. ha:ve~ been: employed. t.o verify a.n'a.l-ytical results and- to 'a.id -in 
··- ;,., -·c,"deve1·oping. and test·ing hypotbese s· :re·lated to the dual constrained. . . . . .. ' . . .. . 
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,\, I • CHAPTER III .' 
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: MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
., i .... .,, ... J '.,; • ' 
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\ . . Introduction 





: ... :.; . 
This chapter. is· devoted ·to· a· description ·:of: "the. pertinent . 
. ~ . 
.... ··.· ··~: 
• cha.;racterist.ics of the actual pr9d11~t~on shop ~d the ·simulatlon··: .·•'. ,.. __ , ........ ~--
. .. 
model, and t.o a· discussion of model validat.iah .•. · .. The model used-. 
. 
, . 





~wP:art and J. W. O'Leary· of ·the We:3tern Elect;ic Co:m:pany[ 2o]. 
•.. .1 
,. , .... Shop Characteristics · 
This section '411 be concerned with .. the c·haracterist·icrs- ·o'i~ 
' . . 
1_the. ~ctual shep which ·affect lot ·movement, ... pro.oei:is'ing'. and .. wai~d~ng .·· , f . 
. 
. . .-- -,, .... 
' 
. . . 
times. The actual. in~:e:-g:rat·e·d cj.rcuit shop is· ~Fe~ated three .s.hi:fts ~ 
-
... 
....................... - ___ ........ , ., 
.... 
per day, and c.an·best be described as a flow shOJ? ~t-h:cycltng. .. 
L . --
~ ... . 
..... ..., 
·.·~··-·-,-~·'-Lots .flow through.·the J~A9P according to one of three predefined . 
. , 




sequences of operations. Each~lot :passes -through·~ sequence-of 
' ·~ ·~- ... 
.. .. / . . 
. .. 139 to 162 operat·ions.,· depending on lot· code . .,-:· :Lots· are input to .. . - '\. . 
. 
. 
. , ...... _.. - -I'· " . . . 
.. ·-.. 
.· ,.v'' 
.- •. ~· . 
·•· -·· ... ,, 
.... 
' the . shop at ·a. constant . rate during the first ·. ai1d second· shifts.; • f • .:. ' ", • ' .·,, . 
. - . r 
ten lots, each· lot ·initially C.Omp.ose.d Of lQQ si:J..iCOI:l.:_W~fers:, ~~. ,\ . . ,,·· ' . \. .~ ' . 
·:.······· .. ·· __ ··· . . . ,,.. 
,· '. - ·.. - .· ." '" ~-·.! .. · '. ' . 
...-i::- . I 
• started each day •. _ ~e pr~·duct type of ·the wafers· in each. ·1ot .. is . 
I .. 
, 
' ' the s~e for all ~fel's itt ::the ~ot ~'a:-is-. knofi at. t-he . ,· 
. . 
. . .,/ ,. 
lot is started •. -·~--. ., . " . .,., . 
....-",-·-· -~ '"""'~· -~--~4- . ..., .. ,_: ......... -··· - ... · '~ .. ' ~-:,,..->~-~-.,.,.- ''·-.~. ,., .... .......... 
. . . 
.. ) . -~ 
.. 
,, . 
·within the shop,.there are ·.66 .facility. or:machine centers.· . . ' ~ .. ' ' . ' 
. 
"'-· ,, 
. ·· .• :, ,: ', ·.·,:,,' ',·. ,.·~· .: ·~ ,: ·-, ' . 
' •. '. •i . . • . . ..... ·,. " 
. • 
. 
. •. • ,,, • · .· ::-.; .. :·· '. :.· ... ·,.>· ~ > .Some facili~y centers· ·hav~ p~r~JJel proce$sing cb.annels ·capable ' ,.:..:_.,;,. ' ' • • • ',, ' ~ ' ' ' l .. ' ' • • • ' . ' • ' . ,· • • ' <# • ; • • ' •, • 
' 
' 
.,.._.._ ••• ,- • 
'. 
. \,, 
t ' "; 
-10- · .. · ,. ,· 
. ·t. : 
. ~··' . 
-1 •• 
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... , __ . 
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a 
·o..r performing identical operations • The majority of the facility . ' • ' ' I 
centers have one or two channels , but ten or mor~ duplicate chan~els·. ,. . 
: '".' 
. \ : ~ 
. exist in certain· instances. During proces~i~g, :all lots· return to .t •,. ) 
. 
•• l ' ' ·~- • .· 
a particular_ ·group of f~cili ties nine··, .. or ten times depending on the 
lot routing ( cy~-µ.~g). These "cycli~g" ·facilities are primarily 
' 
.. 
. photo-resist operations. A f'low diagram of th.e .integrated c~rcuit · 
.. 
. . 
-·~sli:op·'·for ·tt"·typ±·c·a1 ···e··otte ··r'"()titi~g;:·/:ts s·hown· ·in ~-~~gure 1. In .the 






' . \ 
' ... ' ma:y (3,ppear that Sections 1 and 3 are al.so cycling faci:lities .• Th •. . . l.S . 
• 
- , ... . ' 
' . 
is not the case, since lots returning to .these secti·c;:>ns wil-1 reerlter . . 
. 
. '·-
. at. different :point~_in the sections, anq. thus do· not cy·cle through • 
' 
~ the entire operational sequen.ce. The reentry point 'for a lot in· · · . ;. .-
th~se sections. is A~termin?"a by the pr~ogress of :the il.ot through 
., . ,,,.,,. 





·the s]lop •. · , 
,, 
... 
· As e_ach. lot. ·is robte·a., ·thro_ugh tbe shop, t_h_e number of waf~rs in 
\ 
• 
..--.~- > ......... . 
. . 
.,...._""_" ,. . 
. 
. 
.J the lot is· continually decreasi_ng. ,, Thi$ gre',dual decrease can be -at-
.. 
. .. 












_ . ,,. ·"'t'· H-entire. lot is rej~cted, usuaµ.y as tbe result of 9perato:r ~rr~r. · 
. . 
. 
. . ' \ 
. ' -. ' .·_,. __ .. 
.- . ,,.,... .. - . Yield p.at~ .. {availabi~-, from shop. reco,rds) has bee~ incoI9pclr:at,~d-;;i.n-P.o-. _: ,·· · .. : . ·. -· • I-:-.• t,._' "'< • ·, • •, • .-. , ' • \. ' 
. - ; . 
- ' ~-- . 
, ~ ";', • • 
•• 
. . 
tbe mode-1. . .. ' ,. \ . • 




---. • ....,.. ••••• 1_ ' 
pr_~gress of,;",!.~.~,~ thro.:u:gh th.~- .. f?ho~ 
' , , ""
1
: ''11_1111\-. ,;·,1,.. . ,:· '\ 
, ': ." •, , . 
. ,"·l. .. 
. 
· · · , -· · · Another :factor. affecting · the ~--·.-~............ - .. . 
. . 
-·,.. ·. .... i. 
. ; 
_·:. ,·.,is: l~t re~o~k. ~. At. in-process· inspe·ction poi~ts, -wafers tailing . . . •, ' ' . : . . .. ' ' . ·, 
' 
. 
. ' . 
' ;,,., 
. , .... : ·. ·. . . • i . · 
. l 




-. ceding :three to six operations' •. . ) . 
' 
. . . . . 
,, 
\ ... ,· 
a decision is made to rework a ' 
- . 
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while the defective wafers are reworked. The/ two. portions' of. the . 
I . 
·.lot are reunited af'ter rework. is I completed an~ proceed as a single 
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. . Rework d·ata was· available from shop, records.·, and has peen incorporated 
.,, 






,· The processing time· .at a given faci'lity is made- up o·f. either-, 
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. . ' ~ 
. ... ... .' 
- -~·",independent··-times. .An example of wafer-dependent time .is inspection, 
j 
-~ 




' l • 
• ' ••• .,.:... 
.. \ 
• or the loading and unloading of an ove~.: The time· varers sp.en.d. in .an_,:_ . .: . · 
.· . ~ . 
' ' "· ·• ' ., . . . . ) . . 
. , · . 
. . ~-. . 
.oven ··is ~E.lll example 0 of wafer-independent time.· 'Both a .. laborer-. and · -· .· · 
':.~- .... - ~ ,_, -- -
:a· f~cility ·ar~ utili~ed duri'ng ~~fer-dependent ti.me; ·orily a :f'a~llity. ... _.... . ·• . 
. ; . "' 
. 
. 
.41·: •. , •.• J•~ 
~- ·- ---~ ;i;;.. ··." 
: ,,, 
-----... . . -· . is required _duri~g wafer-indep¢ndent ti·me-. . Since ~lot.s experience 




. , ' 
~yie.ld.s_,. as .they ·move thro.ugh the ~hop, .the· p:roces·si~g times _·in· t·he~. · 
.. 
. ' 
.I• . . 
' 
' 
• • > 
' . . . . ' 
each .-ti'ine a lot reti.irns· to th se 
.·. ·-· ....... I ·.-t .. . ··:· .. 
lots · are us~aJ..ly s.mfµler th · ,i. ··t·h~ > ·_ .. - . · · 
,,, ' ·- . ' ' . 
. 
... photo-resist area tend to .. be less 
' facilities.. .Al~o~ becaus~ rework 
. .. ., 
f.l I .,._ • . • • - . ! ~ 
"' 
' ,/ • • • • ' ' • • itc, e non-rework lots, a rework lot. will tend ·to .have faster· prd~'e:s·sing .. ·. ·~r·< · · : .. · ·· ... ; .·~ ·- · :: . __: ~ 
. . ' . "' . ' 
. • co( 
"" ~: . 
; . .-, . 
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'-. .. / . 
·\,·It<,''··.,. ~, -), .I"' ~ • •' • 
·;1~·.r,•~\.rlroi·,1•,•,•,h' 
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. • I • 
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., ... ___ _ 
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As- illustrated in }?.gure i., ·t·h~re ar_e ... ·. tive-'--se:C?tion.s .in ;tftie·: ·. :-.. :~ , :. 
. • . 
- ' . :•_ , •. , ' • • _l· ,• . . ·. '. ·,. • . .. ' ,•. .•• • -
.. 
_.,., r\, 
;. • 1 'I 
' . -. !'• ... '. '.. • 
•· 
.. 
. .:· '. 
. '\ 
. . ' . 
., -. The n~ber- of ·s-bo:p laborers varies· from· -s.ect·i.on: 
-
,' ~ • . i, \', • -
• 
' . . 
. ··Q~~op .under study • 
_;, ... · 




normaUy transfer> between. sec.tions, n:o~ ~etween shifts.· ,- . . . . ~ 
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-
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/ · Within ea.ch' sectfon, two classes of laborers exist: base and non-




. ( . . 
..:..:... • .. , • ,. ,, I ,..I. • 
-.!:'.'_:.:;;.::..,._ ____ -..;.__i_--'-
·base. / Non-base ope~ators .normally perform sue~ jobs 
op~I'ations, :ma.tJfa1 handling, and process checking. Base operators ----·-:·· . 




I •- ,, ,C...I ..,, 
• 
. - - ... ~ 
! 
•. 
- J' ·--~ .... I· ... .J --· { 
' perform those operati~~s . which directly affect the progress of lots . ·. ' ,,: .... __:. - ;· '.' .... 
. ~ ' ·' 
,.,c·.~1~brough the:· shop_.• Bbth base · .. and h~~-base operators are. periodicaJ ly . 
'· -· ..... -
, 
.u_t· 
. em.p+oye.d in no;n~producti ve .. labor such as e.xperimental work for an .. · ..-· • ..--•'" I • ,. ' 
o, 
• 
.·" '.·.:·.;engineer, clean-,-up operation'$, and time .away "from the job due to·.:,' ... '· 
~ 
··.· 1· . 
. 
. 
- . . 
... , .. ,J--. .... ,_.'J, - ·:.' 





' ot ·"e.f·fective~' laborers (workers. involved strictly\in product.ive·· .. ~ . ' ...... 
• -~ 4' labor) in e·ach section is· often ,less than the on-roll wdrkforce. --· ... ·~·-·<'•\,., ·'"' ••• 
. . , ~- -· ~. 
. . 
\ . •f ...•• . . 
. 
. , 
I : ature has also .been -modelled in the ·simulation. ~ - . • • . , ' I 
• 
si.ze. .- This 
"'. ,, ..• -
. ' ' ,._ 
... 
ed- ·previously,· the shop ~p~rat~s. on three sbitts :Pe-r · '.· · .... · ~- .- •· ;::- ·. · .. · 
.· .. ,~ , __ .. -: ' . 
... ;----"'-day.· At the .beginning· 9f. e'ach shift, ~·each base labore~·;.:is ·assigne4~. · -: . . . , ,.• 
' ·-..· t~ a··facility center. 
. ' 
... 
. - , .. : This labor assignment , or dispatchir.1:g, is 
·-
. - -- -
_, 
~ 
~. -.usu.aily p~rfoI'Illed by- the. layout operator· f'~r each··sectioz;t •. -~,· th~ . 
.• 
-
·- ; J 





. . . :.· '~-- . ·. 




. actual shop, a laborer is usua])y · assigned to tbe facility:~. center • _· · .. . -~-:· ., :: ·: :. •, . . . .. 
,,~·:· ·e--.._, __ , __ ., . ' . . . . .• . . 
.. ··: ••. .. • • . ' ' '. \,"·:~~:i~~~.::::.-.,,,.,~-·-:~<;,;,,·<··t~f . ': •' . : ' ' · .. ·having the.most work in queu~,-~~~-When assigned. to a faeiii1?y·cente.r.-, ·:·. ·1 ··:·'_:·,. • ~. . . ........ -·-. ----- -
. ·,-• . ... 
- . ...... 
. 
,· ~-~ . 
. tife la~orer wi.u·.g-eneraliy r~'-~t that c~nter· as.lQng as·w;q~-··-· 
'. 
•,. 
· ·1., ~xists i~- quell.e., Tµe:re -~-s, ho~wever,· a .~maµ probab~.l~ty·--~t .tJl~ 
. !.l)(>!'Elr ~eing . reassig!led · wh;tle WOJ;'k still remains: i: t'fie ··. Or:i,gifi~ \ii • • . ' • . ,., .. ~ 
• .t • . ' I . . 
. 
. 
..~ . . 
. 
---· ~A ~ 
• J ' .• . · · . ~ieu.e, Af'ter al;\ w.o!tJ.~~. completed, the lab~r~r is reassigne~ to 
. . . . . ~-,~. --,-- ·. Jl idifferent . c.enter •. · The. marl.mum nUJllber Of laborer~ . e~loy~d at · ,···. I . -t=~ --..:. ... ~ .. :' .... • ·,;:.•'-
' ' :., ' I 
., 
• 
• ' . 










. ·1• .. :- .:' .. :· given facility at·_ a.riy given time is .limited.· +n· in.any c_ases·, this· · -~. . . . . . . 
. 
·1' ,. •• · 
. ~ . . . ·,.~ ~· 
. maximum number is ]~ess than the number· :Of processin:g channel·s in 
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\ t·he .center. · This occurs, as the :yesult. Qf space limitations o_r because / 
certain multiple-channel :raci.lities (.e,._g. ~·.·ovens) may be operated by . " - ~ ' • ''P 
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l«>del Construction 
~ ~ , -· 
~his section will present a brief desc~iption of the simulation 
As stated earlier, 
· .. the .. mod.e.l us.ed:~~f:er····th:ils---·~\invest;i·gat±·on ·'1s. ··a ·t~n·tti;on of ··that devel-
-·------ ·, -----· 
oped by D •.. -.D. N~whart and J. W. 0-'Leary.. The or_iginal model :was a 
machine...;limiteq_ m~del pr~gramroed in GASP II •. · The revised model, 
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' wer.e ch~ged. an-~ several. event· rout,ines were added • 
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~-··:· ·The arrival. ·of a .l<i2.t. ·to the ~pop·._ 
, ... ··----- .. ~ -..i·.~ 
.. ~ 











service on.: .... , ·a, labor ope·ra~i_on. 
,·i:-:· 
4. · · Clearing ._ of fi:.ni shed ;lots -from :the- model,. · . . ' 
... 
' . 
. . ' 
: a:-
J. . . .. 
' "• ·. 'l"' 
~ . ........ ' . 
- · 6 .. · · C~culatl.on. of \in.:..i,tocess inv~nt·ory. •' . ' I . 
•' . '. 
. • (!l 
_,, -
' :,.~;-. _.::0,,-;:./ ·. :, ..... ,! .1 . 
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·~·~··. 
. . • ' '. . l . ' • ~4• • :- -. . a~·- Erinti_ng. of sp.ap·~shot statistics. · . . :. . . ·\ .. ." • 
• • 
___..:._.•;• • • •- ' • 
• • , ; ·' •' • 
r •\ ,t . . . ' . .!""',:.,- ' ·. . .. . • \.(.... . . '',Ji ': ·, :. . ·, .· -- . . • ·. 
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time the lot· is\ started. · This 
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-. ·: :. i·s rescheduled to occur at : specific intervals of time duri~g the . ,. ., ..... . 
. 
' 
. first. and second shi':f'ts of· each dayi;. 
.. 
...... ~_.,..,. ... 
"._.r-· .,- ~ -
.. '; .·. ' The second ... ·and third events are· ·end~b·f-service events which 
•···· . occur~ J~a,ch time · a. machi·ne or · 1a.borer fini she.s proce ssi_ng a lot • ...... -........ ,. -
.. ' ' .. 









. . ·. operation .;s comprised o~ e·ith~! ':7a.,fe.r.~dE:J>endent time or a- combi~a- • --.... ._k.., ........ ,,-...-~ ... ..f ....... ---•·---···t···· - '. 
. . . •·' ·~· ·.· . . .. : ... 1--.1··¥~··:J ' ,. 
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.... time utilizes a facility· and a labore·r' while wafer-independent 
. i ' 
-.- _,_ --------- ,,_ 
. 
. t.ime, .. or machine time, utiliz.e·s only a faciiity,,F · The simulation - -- ~ J ~ . 
-~--..J.._).:;r . ...,.-
s cbedule s the end-of-service on labor 'first~ utilizi_ng a labore~ 
() . -
" ,service on the machine ·is ~cheduled if further machine proce~si~g 
. 
. <\I 
ctr,1i1.,." .......... , . . 
of' 
.... --of a ·lot is required. The labor~r -_ts ,-ma.de avai·i-s;1,)le· fo.r· ·processi.ng, 
·' 
' ,•: ... ·--· .... 
. 





• t different center if no wo:r_-k remains at. hi-s pre.~ent st~tion. · 
. 





channel:s: e·xis.t at· }1is present facility-cexr~er. . When a lot finishes 
process.ing a.t ·a .fac,ility ,' "the appropria-t;;·e. yield calculat.ions. are . , 
.. I 
... .'.-· 
' ·- .r- .,IQ,_' • ---
J. •. ,· 






ma.de and the lot is checked for, :po~s.ible ·rework. The lot then •~·=-·• I ... , . I. 
'· ,. ' : '. 
_: ·- ;,_ ... 
- .prOC'eeds to itS 1next operation, and is queued or plS:ced into I • ' 0 I ~' ' I 
' 
/. ·.:··,. ':,_:: '_, -
... ·,, . 
. , ... •·. 
- . ' . 
. - . . ·, 
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·.·stored in a de·signat_~q.- file which is 'cle..a-re-d evecy fifty simulated,.' ,..., ' 
nou.r-s1.-. Statist-ics . on lots ·.in· the file a_!9e collected as this cleari~g-•. 
•--•·'• •r _... 
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The next even~ ~type is the· $hi:rt ch~ge. which·~·s--··s.cheduled. to.". . · 
' . 
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...,, . ' r ·. available ~fo·r th~ next e·_igh--E hours is determined· for each· shop sec-. . . , 
ti.on. .- .. mbe- :~n1!lIJlb·er· · of. laborers- · av·aiJ:·sble· · :l's a ra.ttdom perc~nt age c·r-
. . ·: ' 
. ~;_,, ' 





- ~be number of people Ion-roll; the distribution of this per·cent.age iS- · 
·I 
~ .. :.,.: .. ···'!"'~."'C! •• 




. ' . 
. 
normally distributed wi-tl'l· a ... gi.v-en mean an9-· st,andard devi~tion bas:ed· .... 
. ,..... '~ 




on actual shop data.· Those workers not -avaj.:lable -are e~~her absent ,· . . .· .. 
_ _,-or ·w-il'1 b~_.-U~;i.lized ip work not directly. related to. the pr~:l.gt'ess · ... _-
of int_egrated circui.t.s thro}-lgh the shop.· After the. ·number of 






__ .'-'-'':- ,' . ' . 
.. , . ........... .I~: 
··for·<!'e is· dispatc~ed to. facility cente;rs "by section. As in· the , ... , . 
.... 
., . 
actual shop .. , ·once assigneq. to -a facili:ty:c'enter a laborer .tends 
"_,,-·. 
•. ~- --------- ., .. , 
' .::·.·· 
. - ', .. , 
. 
,,....J .. : 
, ... _ .. 





. work remains in queue. · Whenever a labOrer finishes processing a·._ 
• 
. lot, there' is a 5% propability Of hi:s returning ·to ~ ceritr&L s,~·ct.ion. . .. . . .... 
.. . ' 
'\.,... .. 
.•- . 
_.., L, .I, I 
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trol, tpat laborer will ,be rea.ssigaed to any feasible f'ac'.i-lity_ . . ' . 
-- . 
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. . . . 
' 
. 
' center within his-. section,. ~according -~o,·t'i1e labor_ assigrlment rule · , . ·"'··: . ' . . ,. 
'. ~ ; . 
..... 
.. '. . 
. ' 
.•. 
:for the section· ,(a ,feasible· facil.i.ty center is one .iii'' whicr.1 work. ~, ' .. .._ f. ·--. - •. ,. - ;,. t ,_. . ' ·,· ... .' ' ,', ·... . ' . . •. f' 0 
-. ' • 
• ": 
• • 0 
~xists iti qµeµe and a.:n o~n work station exists): "A OD.e minute 
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center different from bj.s previous ass.ign:ment~··· ·.· ohce' 
. --..-- T • •••• , ~- - ..... , . 
I • ' 
• L 
center·, the laborer. will ·process. :Lots• accordi!).g to ·a predeterminecl 
·' 
' queue discipline. 
I 
"o<>:''.Jt·•=,.,..,.,·~..-... ~w,,..~,,.. . ..,..,....' 
. 
' ' . 
•"""4, ... ~. 
the value of the~ in9""p:rocess inventory at specified: int~tvals · of time .. · 
\' 
' 
. . • II> • 
. ' ., ' ' .· ' ' • ·.. . The numbe·r of. lots in-process.; the· numb~r of waftirs, and the total. ' ~ -.• r 
• • ,. • • 
. • • 
. ' ' 
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cost data of the. product at specified. points ;in the· s~quence of 
"' ope~ations, and inyolves ~ "value-added'' c·a.lctilation • 
::.: ·-' -:·· 
The seventh type of event. is scheduled to print ai1d ·reinitia:Li::ze· 
. • 
statistic$ a.t predet.ermined ·points in· time. ..This· e.vent·: 'was~ inc:C,r- · 
-~. . ·. _. 
porated i·nto the model to aid in. coll.ectip.g aild reporti_ng' .·inventory 
' ' 
. • 
. . • 
. . -·· .. ' ... _-'--"ft ' and utilization s:t'.at-is.tics over different ·interv.:al.s · of the' -simtila-
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" 
tion runs .. , 
. l • ' 
:•' 
·. · The.' last: type· of .ever.it -is sched~ed to pr.int: "snap- . r 
' 
. ,_ ~ ,. 
.· 
·. . ,....., ... ,,.a,.,.,,.~ ~ ... •· 
., . '\ ~"---·---
. The statistics ·reported. ~re the:. , __ .. "~-.. .. · >--. :sh .. ot" statis·ti,cs. fo:t the shop. 
- l.¢~gth of queues at eaeh---f-a~ility cent~r,' th·~ ::nutn.J:,-er :of ~ractlit,ies . 
. . . ' ~..... \t· ·~··"';. ' ,·' . . '~ ' ' . ' ' ' ' . ' ·. ~- . . - '' ;. 
busy at each' ·ce·nter' and 'tne number . of ,·labo~ers 'busy· .'in ·e~cli ot ' . --- ' 




Th.is ~vent occurs every one-nlln4re¢t: :.~blJJ;S.,:· .. and.·· 
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provides .a :means of mo:µq:toring tJ1e f3b~ .. thro:u~-out,; ~· ~im.@~tic;>Il · .. ···:··· ·· i .:-, .. :. ··:,: • 
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. The points liste·d· below s11mmarize 
• 
int_egrated circuit shop .and the features incorporated 
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·· · _1. .• · .. Tbe ·Shop can ··be·. characterized as a flow shop with 
. cycling. 











.~ ..... ,.' 
capable· of' performi~·g th.e · same op.eratipn ··-(mult.iplei ~: .. ~--r· 
' . 
~ . -





• 3·. Lot size t~nds to deere_ase a$ a ·1ot pr_ogress.e-s~~1~. 
, 
4. Some lots may expe_r·ience a z.er~ __ yield. 
5. lots may be split; temporarily, ·due to rework 
requirements. ;• 
.-~- '.'~.. "":, ... 
- " 
.. dependent on lot size. 
" .. 1·r· 7. The sh·op oper·~~s .. on,,:t.!?:r·e,e shifts ~d.. th·e 11.l:llD.ber , .. ,,, . 
·'.<it·· laborers varies by :shift an..d b:y .sectio,n. 
J .... 
-:8. There are :five s~·ctions in th~~ shop, ea_ch -ELs: .... 
. . .-:•• 
' ... ~: ··~ .. ·-·· 
"'I·~ ..... , .• -
.. , . 
sumed to have its own hOID:ogeneo~s wo.;rk :force-~ 
A time, loss is incurred when a laborer is shifted . . . . . . ' •-: . ·--· ~ 
I ·. . 
·• 0 
between fac_ility centers .(setup) •. ·. ., 
·' 
. ~' ' 
:id .... · ·Machines must· be started by a· 1·aborer rnlt m~ 
, .. ,;,:,-.,. , ~ 
·· operat~ ~i thout ~ laborer be~g :prese-rit . (.s.~~ 
·--~ 
... ' . 
. . . , J)Oint 6 ) . 
• 
-~ 












. The .11umber 6t. .. laborers "Qµsy at a· : :f'~c.i~-it.y ~:~p:ber . .---- •• ' ', . •-<l," 
· at ~·given 
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·· · ... than the .number ._ot facility 
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· The followi!lt~ a,ssiimptio:ns , common to_-- many other studies , . 
also -i-ric"Itided: · 
• 
1.~ --No machine -maci, process· more:: th~-· one .. 1:ot ·at • '· f . ,. ; 
.. 
t .. . - - -ime.- . ,,-
··"-?"'.-,;.-.,.'f.- ..'":~: ... :.~-1 -.-~-- -
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~~~..,.. •. ..;:.~ .. f .· 
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~~-~~-~: . . . ...:.: : '~ ;~·-·s·~ ,_ :., '-,~]jap~plts;·gi'ng ·:··i's 'ttot·· ··p~r!fi:it:te:d' c•i .• ,:e ,.· ' a p:o.rl i_on. ' ' : ' '. ., . 
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.. of a lot may _11ot proceed to its next ... Pperata:on " 
,\-'.-- ,. .. J·'""';:;·· . . :· .' . . . -·'.. . 
-~ ~ '•' . ·-· "' .. ', ... •. . . . _- ' ' ,. :· .. 
.,......-,..·" .... :- ....... ;_-,.: .. _-. .,: > ... until t·he· -entire lot ha-s·· :finished· proc~ssin..g• _ -. 
. ' 
--~ 
on ··the current ope~tion. 
. ·;., 
- -
-~4:.· - Both a l·abo:r.er-··and. a: facility ln\ist--1:>e-·av4il:~blei< -_,·_:_- :<::_:<::,: __ i. :;:<: : __ -_',::~-~- \:·.·/_ •. - -· . .- ', ' ' 
., ... ~- . . 
- ' ~ .. -:·. --
- : . ··-._ ~.-:_ ·. i': '' " : .' ·_.," ~ ··~· : . . ' . . - . 
' '' ~-. '·: . . .. -for. a lot 't'o· begin· proces·sing. 
. - ... . . . 
. 
--
• ,. . .,«•• .:..-r--Machine break.dow a.rid ma.inten.ance -are not con- -
.. U! ' 
.•·· -
sidered. . , 
6..: No -preemption is .allow.ea. 











. control i-s ·the .. same _for all laborers .wi.thin ·a . . . . . ', : . . . ' -· . . . •. 
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shop, _ the ave~age number ~f lot_s· 'i?i .the·_ §b.op, : the average in-process· . • • 'J • _. ' • 
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-· date ·the Jnodel 1 ·the_ simuJ at ion was run tor a period of ·4·000 hours· 
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.. ... ~tQ ..... a~tairi ste·ady state. The mode3t was.· then restarted from- ,this 
,, ,, .,\." ., ' ~ ·. "·········· .-~---.. -··· ···-- '·preloa~ point anti run for an addition~ :LO, 000 simulate.d hours. ''"'."_.... . 
.;, 
,-·~ 
. __ .. _, ... , .... , .. ~· 
, .... ,. ' 
...... , ........ ···. :• 
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-- . The data collect~d for this 10,000· hour· run was statistica.Jly ............ ·, 
tested using time. se·ries -}maJ.ysis and. found- to _be trendles"s' thus .. , ' . ' 
.. 
'. ... - "t--·.... ·-·-· --- -----.-
. ·,~ 
tics wer.e then. compared to shop data and found ,,.t·o oe in .satisfactory . --.· ' •• , ...... 1 •·''"'~, ...... k,.. , . . Y-
.......... , ,-"•··· 
,. ' 
~ 
.. ~.:····"·····'"1:, ..... , .. ,, .. 
agreement. In addition, the· labor utilizations within tlie ·model 
' .. 
. .. 
... . I · ·mai·ntai'rietl t?fe ·~tame re1:at·ive · ranking, by ·section, as the l~bor ' ' , 
. 
utilizations in- t;h~al shop. other statistics' ·such as~qt'ieue-~,. ·•: 
lengths, average machine utilizations, and average waiting. times_ 
---
. .--- . 
.---~ were. also ·exa.mjned and found to be reasonable approximations to .. ·· . ~ ........... .. 
actual yalues. The mode1 was thus assumed to be a valtd, repr,~:sent.a- -: __ ·.· 
.• ~-· 
. - . • • 
. . . . • 'r. • •. , tion of -the 1~tegrated c~rcuit _shop· • ·-. . The shop status at the end 
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- . CHAP.rER ·. IY · 
--·-· --=---
~IUMENTAL .nm:ssrIGATION ·._. 
.· ' . 
,• ·. ' :• 
. 
',4"',,.-.. l~,,-,,n1W"-' 
.,e< · This· cha:giter ·is -• di1tided· · :itrht> tour .. ··jdf~ .. ,J;e:et i.c,ns.~:: ' 
. 
' ,,_ 
- - , . . . 
two. sections dis.cuss 't:he lnachine and labor-· scheduling.miles examined .. ,· __ . . . . 
. . 
- . . '. '. - . 
. -:··. ' · .. 
,', 
. ' ' ' 
. ; . in 'th~ current iri~estigation; 'the. third section discusse:s th~:meas~- .• . . . 
. 




ures of performance used in ·evaluati~,g the alternatiye. ~les ;' the • 
final ·sect.ion dea.l.s--wi-th. experimental des.ign. con~ide:rations. · · 
SU,eue Disc.ipli:aes '. 
. 
. . Three machine queui~g disci.plines were· examine(! in. the ezj>eri-
ments .conducted .. ,These included first-come-fir~t-se.rved (FCFS); · 
. 
. first-in~system-f'irst-s_erved·· (F.ISFS), and shortest~imminent-pro·cessing-





t:i..me (SPr). · Tneee particti1ar disciplines w~re select~d on the basis 
of their frequent occu.rr~nce in. the· literature-~ and the relativ~. eas.e 
. with which any of these. rules may be implemented in the .actual .. shop •. 
. ~· 
... 
• This latt·er .feature -·is particularly .important· to ·the eventual appli-
' ---..----~---... 
cation of e.xperimental results within the actual--eperating ~ystem. . --··-------.. - . .. 
. 
.. 




are basi·cally s~lf explanatory, detailed discussion of their prop- ·· ·. •• • • ' 
' • I I 






' , . -
,~ . ......,,..,---, 
. -:,.."·. 
.,. . 
,. ·•· ·c,..:...,. 
· . erties is omitted. The,-- .. interested reader is directed to the: work of - .. ,,;·:·:-! .. · .,· - . ' . .. . . ... 
. 
' 
. . . . ' "" ' I ... .. ~ ... 
Conway, ei!, .. a.iJ1J fox-I a bai;ic description of these rules. --
.. 
t _ __. ...... 
. ....... 
' 
. ' . -·· ;. ·t~p~r ·Ass~w-~ent D~sciplines . ., ,t• ·, .• ' ·, . 
~ ' . . . .: 
,• : ·.: 





. . - .  . .' .. 
. ·- .. , . 
-. 
. . 
' ... , ', 
This section will describe .. the).:~ix labor· ~ssignment disciplines· · < . ,' .. ' . 
. 
--,:;:;---·-~--: __ 
. . . that were invest_igated. In·terms .o:r the tictual shop, these rule·s 
; ··, 
- ~~' ' 
I, ',•; • 
' . ' ,,,.:,, ' 
.. ,. ' 
' . 
', . --. 
. . 










I . • 
i, 
r~· ... ,. •1 .. _ • 
• 
•• ' • ,.,. .J;,., 
. I 
·~· .... ' 
. . / ~--. 
,., ,., .. ,.-.,-, ........... . 
_,,,.,u,~/··-t•t•'" 11••d' 





,.: .... ~ .. , · .. correspond tQ. t'.qosci utilifed by':: a laborr~dispatcbe':t· in. ~ssigriing an ;:;--~- ":· '. ' .... - 'I' ' ..... -.-. •• • • \ 
,. 
. !( .... . .. . ... . . . ..... . . .. . • . ... . 
. . 
.• 
. - --·_ - . .., 
· available laborer to a shop workstation. 
. .. . , . 
. The first. labor ·ass_ign:ment . . r:,ile is the lo~gest queue (LQ} ,·. 
' ·I 
.. _. ' .. . .. :. . ' . ' l'lJ . . . • . ..: ·- . . • ; 
-··.::·:.··· .. ··a.:t'scipline,.-- Under.this··ru1e, an .available):-8.bor_er is assign~d to .. . . ' . ',,. 
. . ' ,• 
. . . 
' . ' ' 




feasible :racility center with the largest number of: lots in q-y,eue. 
~ .. (~ce ·:again,· a f~asible facility.- center· i:s. one at· which work exists · · 
.····-·<-~ _ .... -~.,~
1itf :,~fi~'u~··,,:mr,1· 't:~e::r·e·~·e~i;strs ''ah. ~:r;,~n · enann.el )fb.r processi~g, subject 
.. • 1 
_.._ ......... ~ . 
to ·specified· constr.aint.s on the tot,al workers permitted. at the .cen-' · . 
' . 
. .... ' . ' . 
. 
. . . . . 
, t.er.) · Ti.es ai;e broken by sen.ding· an· available laborer to .the cent~r. 
. 
. 
. ~ . 
• 
"with the least number -of machi~s b·u~y. Intuitively, th~ . ttbes-y" · 
0 




.·-•.• place to ,::as:sign an available lab9re-r ·i~s··.to -,a ~'bottlene.:ck<''. ·ract].ity; 
. :. . . 
. . .. " ' ;, 
-· - ~ . . . 
. ·-''I ... 





i~~. second lab9r assignment rule is the l~rg~~t-labor-time 
. . . . 
: 




' .-· ' I ,:,: ... 
-~ ' 
·tifying ''bottlene.ck'' faciliti·es,: sintllar to the -LQ.discipline_. · ..• 




·:ra.cility center -·havi_ng the. gre~test labor. content .. :in_· queue. -TI1e .. 
• & • . 
••. nile is ba$e-d on total _exp~cted labo·r ~ime to complete process1~g · ., 
. . . .-~ .. on· all lots currently in the ciueue ot each /easible facility center. 
'. :'"''' .. · :.':>t[:•:· .•. ·'"··; • •. •,, i • '. ,,,, .. >· .',,, .·,v .. ,., '> .· : .. · •·' , • ' . • . , . . , . . • ·, .. 
' .. 
.· .. /·' 
. One wqµJ_d:,. expe .. ct the LLT rµ1e.· to be .a· better -identifier o:f bottle~ .. 
'"(i '. - ' . 
. :1. ,.., 





. . . ...,._;· . 
neck ;facilities tb~·tlie·LQ discipline • 
. . . . ,.·, , .. 
effort. is required in implementing the LLT rule, and incremental· . 
' 
. . . 
' 
,· 
. . perfor!lla.nce. gains. must clearly be we.ighed _against the cost of tbepe -, .. ,, ... , · 
~r . 
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-· .... _...,_ 
ad.di ti onal comput at i Oil~ .. ,.".~.~~,.:-
- ~ r,• r, ',\ •'· • .~,, ,; • • . 
. The 'third lab~r discipline is 'a variation· cit 'the LLT rule. 
Thi~ Jrule i~. b~sed ·o-n the ·r?,tici ,of the labor c6nte11t . in queue an:d . 
.... 
··-. 
' ~'&: .. ........ 
. . lots at the as:sciciated facility c_enter •. ' . ' ·. . . 
. '. . . . ' .... ~-
An available labore·r · is . di:s .... 
. ·.· . '· ' ' ' 
I . 
. 




Ass,rtrie that at. time t · facility cente·rs '.· -i.- ·: · ··· 
• ·. tJ 
and· j each· contain work in the-i~ respecttYe -<aueues. that .i·s . expeet-ed · · _.· · 
" .. · to reqµire· 10 hours of labor ti:me. 
£, 
Further as SllID.e tnat~~IlO ·more than .. 
. .. ' . " 
. " ' ~ 
. ··; 
·, one laborer is· :permi tte·d to work: at ce.nter i .at a.ny gi_yen .. tim~ ~ an-a · __ { 
. ·. . .. ' ; . . .- At· - . . -
. 
. ~ . .r..:a . . ·. 
. •'-.. ·· . ' .. :,· .· that no mo:re~·than·two· laborers··--axe·.perinitt·ed: at' ce·ht·1er·.1.· '·T.he mini-~'· 
.. 
, ·' - . 
- . ' 
. .
. . . ' .,,...--- . 
. . mum expe·ct.e·d ela.pse:d · t·i:tne to comp1~·-te the work at cerit·er i .. is· ·10 ,, 
. 
-hours.,. While at .. C.enter j. _it is 5 hours. .}c.,acilit.y C.~nt.er ·i cl~arly ~ ' 
•1.: ·~·' . : . ' h~s a greater· po:t.entia.l of becoming a bottleneck. ce.nter. : · Under· th~,·. . . . 
... ... 
' ' ... ; . 
. 
. 
LLT/I{PM ru~e ~. the respective ratio·s are 10. and 5 and a lao·ore·r ·wollld. -"\_ 
. . 
•· ..:i .• 
. 
. be ass_igµ.ed _to fac-ility center i in- -~ attempt to reduce- this. po..: . ;... ... . 
. ' . ' , .. - ....... (. 
Thus t.he LQ,- LllE', and LLT/NPM rules se·ek i-o~-'····r~~ti,¢e~·shpp:· . . 
. . . . . 
. 
- ,., ,. ,._ .. ' 
• 
.. 
. _co~g~stion by .minimiz_i:1'1g the~-num.ber o:f' ~hop 'J:?ottlene~k.s.:. _·, .. • • - -..... ..I . A 
. 
. fli ' . 
:· -~ . . .. 
. , ""--The fourth· 1abo! .. ass~ipent ~e stu..~~ed was.··.t·~e . first-in-system- _. _-- ·:~ .. ":· .-...---,•· ', ... 
. ,. ' 
. ' • "• . . 
·; . , :_. ·, .· .• 
. 
.,. V. : ~- ',, 
. 
. . 
~· f'irst-s~rved (FISFS) discipline. . Wi thiµ .. this di$·GiPl:iri¢ 0, t~e first 
'/" ' •• · • ,.. 







.. lot- in eacl} feasible :facility queue is:::examined to ·determine. its ··· -··-. ' - ,. 
· : ... '--:,·'.:·.:'··,: ..... -·:;:;~ _.: ·,Starting time into .. the shop. .An available laborer is ass_i_gned to _the· . i,, .' ·., .• ._·,··. ,. ·. ,. . " .. • . . . . ' . 
_ . 
. ~ .... -~-~--; . 
facility center at which, the ·lot with-the earliest-arrival time is . . ,;..-...ft. 
' .. ' ... 
. _.,_, 
"" .. \' ' ~, ... 
' '" ,( . .... ,.... ' 
' .. 
r:-'· . ·- . '·- ··;·'. 
.J 
• 
. ' ' 
· ,, ~2·4·_ -
' .. ·",' ., .. 
··"' 
< • .,... ' 'f . • 







• l ' r 
' .. ,' 
' l', I " 
,.; . 
. ~ ' .. ' ' 
'f . 
. ... ,; 
'··- .. ·~·-··• 
.I . ' 
. ' 
'. ,· · .. 
., 
.-1 
first :i,n quetie • :L ... · .. Tha; ·.·is+·-·~· f!SF$ .· J.abor .·· ass.igm~ent di Sci pJ.ine. gives 
lots that have been· in· the shop th~ lo~gest the h_~gl1.est. priority • 
... 
Such lots have usually compl·eted ·_ a. la;rge part~ of their required pro-· ·· 
.· cessi!].g, and thus-.. maintain. a hi_gh value in cpmparison: with other· •. . l' .. ,. ' • 
' . 







. .. . 
-: ..... , ~~-·· ..... 1, --._ 
•. . .... -
• 
·· . ·1ots (due to the value-added ch~acter o·f ,the· proc~ss). ·A FISFS 
-
~.~.,. ... {•"''.···•i•':~:: ... ,.,· 






' 1,.. • ,.,. \,\ t . . . 4... 
_ · ·'"tt.1'&'J.e'S · · ·pr1. or-:t· r;;y • · 
The fifth labor aSSignment :rule is th~sb.ortest-iDUmneht.:. · 
. ....... . . . . .._ .. -
process·i!1g-time (SP!') dis-ci.pline_, •.. Undefr-.. .:thi.s ,rule,: a labor.er is dis-




" pat-ehed t,o the :f'acili ty center at whi-ch the l,·ot with the E;_por~_est 
... 
.-··-""'" 
expecte·d. lab_or proce·ssing ti111e ·._is fir;t~-w in- queue • .- ·_ Once. ~gain, thi$ -~ 
. - I, 
. 
. • . '• ' 
. 
- • • • • • 
,.• f~l1•11•l"V•t1,1,. ~ 
· · 
. 




,••' • • 
L_ """'=·-', . 
.~ 
. 
· first lot.,,,·f·r.r·····eiiii}i· of the. fe·as:il;>le ·r.acility ·queues. · It .·±s we·ll known 
~ 
. . 
tl;lat. ·an S-l?T ·queue -discipline .yield$ _superi·or perfo~mance on .the mean . 
. 
. 
__ _...:----·. • •. ·-~-1-.... 
... 
--· 






r job flow·· tinie but. has poor performance ·on the variance of ~£1.ow t.im~-T-.:, 
.• . 





. : :, . ,, __ :_,.. ____ •,·--· 
. " 
• 
• r ' .. , 
. 
. I One 1I1ay eonjecture ·that an SPr labor ·, di sci-pline ... m~Y: produce results -
' . 
similar ~o the SPr queue discipline.· .. 
1 The sixth labor assignment. discipiitne· is· th·e:::Shorte_st~labor:... . .. . . ' --. . : 
A t, 
·-\ I 
time .(-SLT:·}_·:·n,i'e •.. ·. Und·er ,this'· ?ul.e ·, an . _ava~lable . iab.orer ~t:s· :~ssigned -. ' . 
' ~' . - . . \ - . . . . : . . - . ' ' -- . : . ' . 
,,,... .. 
,... ~ • • (l 
· to ·th.e facility -ce·nte~ ·• h.a.vi.ng t.Ae min!m.t~ la.bor , c.ontent. in ,qµe.ue~ • • • .· . . • ,- • ' . •• ' . • ''r ' • . . ; 
. . -, ' . ·, . 
. 
\ • . . '1 ........ 
' . . 
1 . . . . ; ~- .. · . ·, .. 
It must be noted that a labor ass_ignment rule does not preempt the 
queue disciplines·~ , Once a laborer is ass_igned tq ~ facility center, 
· lqts are serviced in the sequence determined by the· center's· queue 
. discipline. . .. , 
.. ,:~ 
. . 
. ' •.. ·• \., ··-·--------··-,.. ••. f_.:.. __ • ..c---i.- •. 
. ' 
·-25-- --· ' ' . '.' 
. I 
., . ., 
. ' 
. ~ ... 
' .. 
.. ,, ... _._., __ .. .,.. .. 
,, ... ' ' i. 
• 
• 




' . ' 
. " ..... , 
• .... I, ••• ..:~-· 
'' . 
,. . ' 
. -~-· .r . 
' ' ' ,,' '' ,, ' " ' ' ' ' ("'· '' 




;''1 ..... 11,(t,,,. 
-··;.;;.:..,,. .... 1 
:-"--· 
.,,, 
.Throµghout 1:he s.i)JlU.l.ation· inves-t.igat-ion both .queue an(!· labor . . ' ' . . 
. ·-·. . 
' 
. 
. . ·; 
--- - di'scipl.ines ···were illlJ.)±ement-~<! by shop section; · that ..,~s, ·if· an SPI' . . ., ... 
. ;, qu~ue -discipline is t:o be implement.ed in .·a- ·section-,. all fflciliti·es. ·· 
within th·~t sect·ion· process lots according ·to ~- SBT queue_ discipline. ' 
' 








. pe.rformed, tqe l_abor and queue .disciplines were- hel·d fixed across ,all::, 
. .---· five shop e~.ctions ·in the· model. ..... Addition·al experimentation was eon-
•• 
' 
..-,. . .,.,,._ -·--
I ... 
. ' . ~ 
'' 
. 
. '," cerned with various combin.a~i:on-·-rule·s irivolvi~g f>Chedul~.~g Of .indi-~- .. -c, 





··-·vidual· sections of the. shop. 
.; ' 
' ' 
-Measures of Performanc.e· 
i' IJ.' .. 
\:. 
. All measures of J?.erfo:rmance -disctiss~d iot1 t.his s.ectio:q. an.d · pre- ' (I 
~-
··: .sented in the followi~g chapter are b~sed~ on. sinrulat·ion · re:sti.lts :which 
~ 
. :may :correspond to actual shop in.formation.. To· preserve" t,J1e proprie~ · 
• ~ ' 118 • 1 
-,~ ..... ,-,. •• ., ... ,...,,n•• 
• 
........ tary natm-e ·of th-is data, all :-:results present.ed :tiave· been: ·sc-a;Led. · ... ~ ' - .. 
'! While the apsolute meani~g of. the results is thus ·destroyed~ the ·. 
relative relationships remain ~t~ct, thereby ·permitting_coml)arison· . 
' 
. . . ..:.,,,..:;_,. 




_Objectives- of operat·io~s-. maz1age.-nlent.; i~c'j.ude ·maxim1.UD..~esource . . . 
. 
. . 
. ,• .. ., 
. ... ' . 
- . . . . . 
; .. ••' ·• ·, - .. : .... . ' . 
. utilization; minimiz.ation of costs,. ·~d t:he -~ma:fnten~ce "ot·,~,1l, h_igh' ' ~" .. , • • • ·~- \ ---. • ·- .,. t,. • • 
• • .,., 
r \ 
«. • ' 
. . 
' 
. level. of service through timely fulfiJ lmen.t ._ o.f demand~ -._ The · measures . . . ~ . •' 
. . ·. . . .. , 
. ,• 
. ' 
' ' . , . '\ . ~
of performance discussed in this secti9n :ha;ve· been formulated from .:. . ' / ' ''ti, ', 
., 
•·, ~ ·- 1'I 
,-,,, . ··/ . ·'··· . k' 
- · .these· obj.ectives. ,, ' ' . 
. .,: .. ,, ·~·;, :>>· 
., 
., \ \ ' 
' , ... ,.,._,.,. . 
~- '. 
'" 
-;: ... \.. . . .. -·,.~ ... ~;: ..... 
\. 
,, ......... : ' ....... ; ;" 
,,, "' 
~-. -, .... , ... 
. ···.-\ 
. ' 
- . ' .-~, .... :,:,, _,J.;,_-~-·- ;..,;.,-:_./; .• ~.,, .- ·. '- ~- . 





















'·\ .... ,. 
·.• " •• '' ~'!I ''11: Dll;lfl 
~'' 
• ' ' 
"The first measure of pe~formance···considered is the mean flow 
··, -
·· ··," · time of lots through the shop. . It is c,+.early advantageous to de-
..~ 
. liver the product o t·he· customer in the minimum time. Furthermore, 
' ' ' I 
·a small flow time allows the· shop to be highly responsive to changes 
in demand. Additionally, · a decrease .in through~put. titne implies a 
.. . i .... , . 
. . 
reduction in the number of lots in-process (from t.he flow equation), --
...... . . 
and. is therefore economically desirable. · The mean · flow t.ime. and . . : ... 
--:.-. .. ···- . - . 







.. :···· -. . 
; avex;age riiinib'er of .lots ~n '·the '~ys~_em were rep.ofied for. e.ach alter-:-





In addition to mean flow time , · shop manag~rn.ent is concerned .. ·· 
.. 
with the variance of flow time' an ind.icatio~ -of the variati"oh in 
,,- . . 
the :manufacturing interval. A small flow-time variance .. indicates,·:· 
. --· ... -~, . . 
that __ excessive.ly long or excessively ·sliort job· ·processing·~~-imes ·:are 
....,...__._~-· . 
-
unlikely;· the variance of job flow "time is· thus ··a niea~ure of the. 
·, . 
----·~·-· ........ 








-. . . 
. , \ 
flow times was reported for e~c!.h alternative. 
"•·c"°'" 'l._,, • 
In -additi:o_n; bisto- · · _>··" 
... -
• !-<41 . .. • 
. .........-.. 
. .. 
grams . 6? ~h.e flow· ti:mes ~re· presented .in A!)pendix .. A • 
•.• ""-'"i, ·-
The next measure·. of perfo·rman·ce~·is the ayerage in-proces·s in-
--
... , 
ventory .... v.alue.· -· -·At ..... least · two"·-t·ypes of. costs ·can be associated with 
. . 
' 
... ' . ... . 
in-process inventory: storage costs ~{a functio!};--Qf the-- number ·of 





lots· in the shop) and_ c~pit~l and. i~su.r~ce c<>s~s :.(-.a function of ,,. - ' . 
. ,. ·, . . . . 
. . . . - - . 
,f(/} .. •• • • - _. • . ;_ ,::,. ~ 
the _inventory Value)."' TrS:di tionally ~ Qlle w;ci,;id '·e~ect a decrease in 
. : ' . --- ... .. :.,. .. ... ' ~- .. -· :~, . '-' : . ··t;~ .. ' .. . . -..... : . . .. . . 
· the number· of ·l<;>ts :in the .shop_ .to be ·accomp.an!ed :by··a corresponding,,· . 
' .. '. . 
't ~ •• 
. . . . 
,·. "''"'''' 
.·' decrease in . the. t:otai:· value·. of. the .· in.:.prpce.ss-· inventory .• -~ Th\s. is ' .•.. 
. . . ,. ... . ·. ·- . ', .· -, 
...... 
\ . . 






• . . . 
. ' .. · '. 
.. ,., "···•' ,,, ':··-' .. ~ 
' ',,,,· . 
. : , , ··r-· 
,/ ,' .. ;-:-··-~ .. --. 
. ' ... ' 'not necessarily· the. case. un·der various 'decision rules> ti. 'shop mEcy" 
•• ' # .- : •• ~· • 
-··,. ope~ate with a re·lati vely .low ninnber _of l~ts· 'in-proce.ss. .;However, 
·the value of ·th~se lots may be relatively high._' The ·value of each 
r 
- ,.,,.  
..-,• 
.. . 
• ... l-1 






.. · .. 
. . •.. 
:~-- j, .• 
· lot is dependent q~1 .the lot size and the amount- of labor and material. q 
. . 
• • 
already invested in .. that. lot ( value aq.ded) • Fq-r t;ti.e shop un.der in- . 
·~ .,... .. "". . 
'· ·-
,.... 
... ~ ...... ·~ . ', . .. . . 
.. ,:vest~ga.~ion, lot sf:zes are not· uniform throughout the shop due to .. 
'· ·, ... ' 
, ...... i, 
~
. . . 




. - .. . 
. 
. . 




. - ' 
Consequently' the tota;L aver.age in-proceS·S .inven~oi7 v:al~e (based on·.·.,' 
·. -~ .··~ .• ·~--- . 
actual-· value;:_adq.ed · data) ·i.s ~alcuiated and ·reported :for each .• of .. I\ . 
. ·• . 
-· . 
. ··-,., . the_-
1 
alternative.s. · Alsp, to. illustrat.e the re1·ative:·~:'po~·~ti:<:>n. ·9r.··,tre ··. · · 
. . 
lots_ in-prc,cess' the· ·aver.age 
... . - . . . 
.. 






E (Wafers) x (Operati.o~ Nmnbe.r:) .. 
: •• ', ' ••,,._' M :-




where .I = ·t~e· s~t,·cf ·:all lots ~n-p_roces:s. · · 
---
. . . 
. :.., "' 
. . ',: .. . l .. 
. .... .... .,, ~. ..;. '!' ., ' ',_ 
' ~ . 
A high average position ·ind.icates. that a large_ -~,;miber··bf:,~wa,f'ei;:ii:·hav~· ~ . . . ---.·· ·. 
. ~ ···- ..... - . '·: : ··_·,··,_:,::·,· . _.·., .... 
~ .. , 
- .. ' 
' ~ ' ~ .. . ' .. ·: - . ·_ . 
.. ·· completed the majority'" of their required p:rocessip.g, and thus implies 
.:.--~--
., ... -~_.----· :. ·. '-t~at tlie average val~e- per lot is h,igh.~ 
l;;: \,'"}_' •,, .~.. • •• < ' 
' • • 
• U> ,.., 
.... 1..""'1 
~ 
~: . .,. 
·. The tradiMOn~l mt;asures ~;r resource trtiliZ13,f:Lon (l:tibor and· 
· .. machine utilization factors). were also reported.~.·-. Overall labor and· 
. 
·-·· '- ...... , .. ,:, . .,: 
-
. . 
machine utilization have been reported and··,ana~y~ed· for the various · 
In ·addition·, labor and machine utilization 
. ' 
• •· ~···· -·····n·• - '" • ; '-._-,, -
', ',. 





.. - ... . 
' . 
" 











,.;. ' . 
.' 
. ' \ 
. •. ~;_,.;.....,.--.,, ' . 
.l~, • 
,., ~~- •.' 
., . --~~ 
f' 
factors by shop section are ·tabulated in Appendices · B .~d c. · 
. ' 
. 
. A final ~tatistic of interest is the average number of· setups ., 
per hour. A- setup is· incurred each ti:me .a labprer is transferre·d 
. . 
··:· '-
. from one facility center to a different center, and corre.sponds· to ·~ :. · · 
€.:i. 
. ..~ . 
• 
"start-up" operation in the actual shop. This statistic is thus a 
. . 
measure of non-productive time caused by the movement of laborers 
); 
... , . 
lletween facility centers. In the actual. shop, a laborer unde~goes 
~ ~ 1 
• • 
a short iicclimation period- -when starting a new job · (learni~g}·. . Iii · · 
an attempt-rto model this learni~g effect in the. simulatio!l, a time-·-··-·-
penalty is charge·d ·in e·ach setup instanc;e, and -is., added to the basic .. 
processing time for the operation. 
. . . 
. .... . . -




setups· per hour by ·section are tabulat~ in·, A,ppendix D. 
l 
:-.. 
.. ·-· .;,;: ... E?g?~rimental ·nesi@+ Con~iderations · 
...,., .. . - '~ ... --.;- ·---- ·; . . . .-
. _..,...,_·a.-.. 
. An initial consideration· in the des_ign .o:f all siinwation in.ve:s-· 
. 
. . [5] t~igations is the starti~g ~on~igu.rati9n of ~.he mo.d~l... Conw~y .... :.··:< ... -..... _, 
,.~ggests ·three possi_ble. start.iµg c.onditions,: 
·stE.trt the system . "empty: and-, i.ile"''" ~:ror e,aen "!· : ·~_ ...... , .•! \ 
.. 
.. \ \ 
·i '•"•• ••",n" 
. . . . 
.•' L ,-





' . _ .... , .... " ,, 
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Test each·· a1ternt;tive with 
,; ... , ,• . 
st:srting condition· •. ··, .. · 
. ' ; ' . . ' ' . ; 
• 
'·'I ' - \•y ..... -
.-
•••• '---k 
• '''"-'t• .. 
''""'-,,v .. ~ 
= 7:mz %CT? ;;;;;;;, ... 
.. - . ··- :•, : . 
,, '· 
• 






1, - ... 
'•·· ......... 
;..,.. ... -1•• .· 
~ , .. 
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,, !•• I 
·, ..... , 
. ' ' . 




.... ,.c ---..... , - f~., ....... , 
'l 
.......... ~.'>,., 
......... , ....... 
... . , 
.· The second' ~d. th~~d· Stl9at_egi-es .. are. generally more efficient than the· 
...... 
first.. Conway suggests that the second strategy is preferable to. . ' . . 
. . . 
the third because oµe ·should comp·are different·_ alternatives under as 
•· nearly ide~tical- conditions as possible. In addition, excessive com-_ 
-~ 
. 








·. ··ar ··th'.t~·' ¢ur·reht sh'op ·opeta.ting c·on£igtirat'i:on' has b.een employeo._ as a . 




st art i~g point· ·for all alternatives.· More precisely,· the simulati·on:. 
. ' ' l ' 
was run for a tot·al of. lli ,o·oo simulated hours to obtain a validat·ion 
·- . - .. ----------~··' 
• o;f the basi··c model. (This- run was made usi~1g a f_~rst,col'.!1~!!-ffrst.-
. 1 .. 
• -. " . O" 
. • 
- .. 
served· -q~eB~. ~i_scipl·ipe ·at all facility center~ .-·:and a lo~gest qu~ue, . 
. . . 
. 
lab9r .q.iscipline -i_n-each of"the five labor sections). The· endi:ng 
'• 
.. 
conri.guration of' this -"validation·''- run was preserved: an·d use4 as ·a··· .... __ _,_ .. . ' •'-:"':'- . 
. .,.. 
. - ... 
----
·1 
' p~e1o.ad ·tor t.he. remainder of the e~eriments. 
.... :, 
'. 
.t- ... ~~ • 
' , 
. .,,. 





si:z~. -""-To; .. co1iect, fl,ow time st·a.tist:i_cs, a sample size of 400 lots was, -... _. .. . .·· ·· " 
.. 
. .... _ _, 
' .;. . . ...... ....-. . ; . 
. .. ' . ' ' 
' . . . ·-·· . ' . '' ... chosen and ten. ·such __ $alll,ples we.re collected for _each -alt.~rnative. .The . 
,, 
.model was -des.igned so ths.t lotJ:l:· starti:11g in-·the _syste~ duri:ng the ti~~ . 
' . 
iilterva.l to<t Stl constitute t}J.e ~irst Sample, lots starti_ng i:tf the 
··-·-·-··· 
-- . -.· 
.·'·""'-:--.....-~ -· ., ,,., .. 
I 
••.," ' 
, G•pe~_iod tl < t ~t2 conpt!t~t~ th~ ·s~qn9- sample,_~µ, .s.o onr.::· ~.!.Uh~' :t~me .·· 
I ". ',! 
. , • ' ' ' • . ' • 
. ~ ·~_,:,~. 
· ·intervals.· were chosen· t:o p:,;orlde the sa:rne ntm11:>er of·. :rinis:he.d, 1·,(;)tS. '> : :- . , _. • . • . . ·' ' •, ' ' ·i_ ' . ' - • . . . 
- . .' ·. ·'· 
. .. > 
-. • ,., • • • ·- - ' ' 
-.....• __ ,. . ....... 





J' ·tive tested. 'rhe simulation was run {and inpu:t to the system coh- . 
" . . . "'· '-







. ...,. . ~ 















" I. ' ' 
·- r. 
t4-t'f''.·. I .- ' .. ~ ....... ~. 
• 
•····· .. . . 
. . . 
I . . '
• 
. "' ..... 
: . . ' . . . 
.. , 
' . ' 
' or until 30 ,ooo. hours ot siraulated operation was reached. The 30 ~000 
hour endi~g time was at least. 5,000 hours lo!}ger than the aver.age 
time required .~.o ___ -compiete_ the last cell under a FCFS queue discipline 
1 
· ·1··r!· 
' . . --- .. 
and LQ labor discipl~ne. . The sample size o~ _:4·00 is the sam~ order 
of magnitude as the number of lots in-process and was chosen so that 
' ' •,.' .:..,, 
~-.. ._·,. -·~ ,• I 
• 
.. no more than ·50% ·of the lots in adjacent cells would .be in the shop ~ ~~r,1••,••,••,·•v"'·•V'-:A "',.. • • ' •. • . ' 
. . 
' .. ·--
.at any -given time. 
-.. ...... ._.~. -·- ·-~-·..... ~ 
. .· . . ' ' '· -~~~~~- ~- . ~ .. The next~- decision in e~perimental -de~_igrr .i_nv.olved ·th·e ·~cQrdi~g-. 
and computati9n -of in-process inventory. · · BecWse the . det,erminat-ion ·· 
of the in-process inventory value requires significant- computati.onal .. ~-. . 
' . - . 
effort·, it was --decided to- record -the. :tnvent-ory at discrete time - ........ 
. ' .. . ., 
'. -' . 
inte-rval·s rathe~ than · as a ,,conti:truous .statistic .... Consequently, in-_ 




... , of the ·average fl_ow. tillle of 1ots through· ·the ,shop •. Ten ob~ervat·ions ··· ~ 
.. . ' 
. . . 
of the· inventory constit1.1:ted _one sample' a.rrd ten ·such -samples . were . '.· 
. . 
' . ' ~ 
· .. - .--. ------.. . ' . 
'-· -· taken · for each run·. 
~-
.' . ·. •. ' . 
---- ·- • 
of lots in-process·, the -number of wafers., the. aver:age. positi.on-, a.nq. __ .· -~__,_·"-
:~ ·:. 
. . ' '. 
the total inventory-value were det~_rmin~. 
, 
--. • , f . .- • l"\."',.~.:_.~h.r • ,-·••. . --....._-~. - . ' _:· ·~ - . 
. In addition tcr.ma.int:ain_ipg. the same input ___ job .·stream for _.each_· .. -.-. 
·.·.-'·". , 
' ' (, 
•' ·; '. 
, ~- . ·. alternative , · an a.ddi~nai vatia.nce . re du.Ct ion l;'e'chn:tque Va$ e~oyed. . 
_. 
' . . - . .._, ' 
. . ... 
. . . . .•.·· . 
. , ,' - ., ' 
. :·:~-13ecatise -th.e processirig tinie-_ ,9f. a lot is···:;··· :Cur1ctiQil o:r the 
' '.· ...... ' ' ·. 
' ... . 
,. ', 
. 
... •t,, '' 
· and- lot size. is -a :>r-~dom .ya.riable determi.ned "by stocn.astic 'yield~, · .: ... ', . . . . . . . ·.·' ... ·:)(_.·· .. · .. · .. ·_ ., 
. ., . . .. . . . .. . . ' . ' 




















. ' /"' ConSequently, to insure that each lot wO)lld experience. the same yield .. 
history, rega.:rdlesS o:f the alternative teated, a sepa;rate random ··~ .. ,-
number stream was employed in calculati_ng · in-process yields. The seed 
for this stream was f()rmed by mu.ltiplyi:ng the lot position by the lot ----~ 
, ' I ··-·-'" . 
• 
starting time (a unique iruniber for.-.. each lot in the shop). ·After com-
. . 
puting lot yield, the simulation returns to the or~ginal random 
··"hiibibei:'Stre~. '~fils t·ec@ique lf~s _ developed by Newhart!21J and en-
.. 
sures that the Sa:me nuiJiber of" wafers are processed in each· experimental· 
run ·of the model. 
I 
'• 
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.· ' A total. of ·25 experiments. were pe.rformed to :'inyest_igate the effect · 
. 
' of priority dispatching on shop. performance • The first 18 experiment·s 
•• 
. 
. tested the six labor as.signment disciplines in combination with the 
' 
' .· '\ 
···;~ ., .. ~·.:;:~--__r·~ .,, 
' ,·. . . ·;: . 
. . ,) 
.:, I • 
. . ,., ' 
'•". 
.. ... l 
': l 
(labo_~ ,' queue )-combination was employed in each or··the five ·.labor s·ec~ .. · .. ·~. ' 
' - !.:, '.' tions of the shop. B·ase.d on the ·resUlt·S:· or: these initial .experiments·~ . 
' 
additional experiments were made· usi·ng cOlllbination rules ... The last'!·---··:·.,._ 
. .. . -~~ ..... f 
.• 
• . seven experiments· i~nvestigated mix.ea nil.es in an a.tte~p-t;: .-to.· improve the · 
- "':- -. 
. . . " 
" overall shop performance by captw·i~g the "best'' char·acteri:stics _o.f· the 
_r'-. - ~, .... • 
' 
_, various disciplines.·· The Pf~~e object,ive' in employirig these. rules wa.s . ,·- .. ... 
~ 
' _, ... 
~' .. , 
.. "-
. to minimize the- ayer:age-. flow time .. while maintain:tn.g acceptable perfor~ _..-,., ..... .,~ ... ,. 
. . ·- . 
' ' 
' . if • 
. ' ' 
. ' ·--~-----__:.~. . 
. m.ance on the~t-her shop meatrur.e.B, p:rimarily t·he st-andar;d. µ~y,iation. ·ot 
:flow time. .The first secti·on· of· this cbipter· .presents ·t~e .re~ults .of' ·. --... · · . . . ' . . . . . . ~. ' 
. . , 
. - . 
- .. the: first 'l~ experiment-$. . . .. - . . . •. • •,. • .. , •·. ' ' '. ····: ' ·. .• . . . . ;.~J·l·_,.';~ -· The last -section d1·'SJ2u·s.se:s-. the :ra.t.:i.,onale ·~: · '. 
• 
:for choo·si!,Lg the var~ious· ·ndxe·d .··ru1es and presen.ts·:the.:.r.~:csult.p · acl'iie.:v:e.d ___ :- -: .. · ,.,. 
~ I 
·.,.. . .. 
,• ·' .. thro~gh the.ir use . 
\ ' 
. ....... ,, 
, I . 
. . ... · ,. .. . "" Th~ means ·of the obs~rva.tions .for .. t;J;ie·: v-~icru,s ·w~:a~ure$ of' perfor-. .-:.. _: · ... "·--;,.- ... : . .. r~· 
. a.,.....~ • ,. ,. 
. 
· · ·. --~ma.nee . are presented :i.n Tables 1 thro:ugh 8 lfor ·tb.e'-fir.st. 18' e~periment·~. . •, • ' • . • . •· • • . 1 ' •· ,' . • ' ' . • .. . . 
. 
. \ . ' • ',' 
• 
,· '"'-..t..~ ...• .:,._·,r ... _~ •. " 1. 
. 
. 
;facto;r. to pre~·~rye·_the proprie.ta;cy nature Of the da.ta •. ·_. ·Note that the 
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Table 1 




. ,. · · · · · · · ·Queue ·nis ciplirte · 
FCFS.. FISFS 
1078. 4 1078. 8 




1130. J* 1154. 7*' · 
1516. 5* · 1406. 7* 
-- -I8o7.9* ... -~ 1375. 2* 








* .· These alternatives did not achieve steady· state during the simu-lation r·un. The values recorded for these alternatives are the 
. means of the last 400 lots. 
····· . ,._,.,..- •. ,I>. 
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• . . 









· · Queue ·Discipline 
FCFS 
59. ·6·!i''"" .. · 
69. 53 
~ 67. 71 
29.67 













25. 43 . 
27. 81 
"--···· . 
. t . 
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AVERAGE LOTS IN-PROCESS. r -, I 
Queue Disci:eline FCFS. FISFS 
444.8 443;:·2 ····· 
435.6 426. 7 
440. 7. 414.5 
460. 4* li67. 9* 
629. 7* 557.8* 












These· alternatives did not. achieve steady state during the simu-lation run. The values recorded for these alternatives are the ,,... . means of the last 10 observations of inventory. 
. .... 
. . 
{} .. " 
•,, '• 
··" r-, 















































. ' Table ·4 -· 




-~--1103.1 1092. 3 
1076.8 
1086.1 1016.1 
1081. 9* 1098. 5* 
..• -. ,J" 
15·50. 9* 1411.2* 
1843. 7* 1303.·8* 
•, 
. ) 
../ V..I" _ . .,, ....... 
... .... t 
sSPT 
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AVERAGE INVENTORY POSITION .~ J •, r,, 1 ,·,,·.•'! 
Queue Discipline 
' FCFS FISFS SPT 
I' " 
' ',,,,,,, ..... 
• 
90.,.82 84.01 82.88 
88.38 
-77 .. 44 75.90 
87.57 76. 45 74.10 
.. 
• 
28.83 27.55 29.54 
no. 81 
· 110.96 93.24 
... 
87.06 26.33 " 51.73 
/ 
• 
,. •f" _.,. .... ,..._~··-~--.i. 
\ .. 
, " 
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• 
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FCFS ., .. ----·'-··- ------· ·-···-- · FISFS SPT 
82 •. 442 
82:·156,' · 
82.227 82. 833 
. 82. 896 , 
• 
.... 
81.294 81.161 81. 821 
80.635 Bo.991 
-~ 
81 •. 700 






· I • ,u1,,,,,"' 
I 
'I f .' '\': J'_j ~ 
• ' ·1 1' ,r"t;! 
,.,,,I'" 
-. 






























. . --- ~ 
Queue Discipline 
. FCFS FISFS 
.. 
35.641 35. 403 
35.508 . ·35.255 





. .... ·-·· 
. . 
-4o~ 
. - . 
' . 
,,_,., .. ,,, .. 
' . ·-~ ··-·-····-··.. ' 








































36.01 34. 71 
36.78· 36. 08 
. 34. 78 ~ 34.12 
47.71 48. 82 
50.34 48.75 
. 
50 •. 21. 48. 5·5 
', 




. ,,,':""''" . 
-41-· 
,.,-1 ' .• ~ __ .,. ..... 
I., " . ', 





· ·. 48.90 
50.50 
. - ' 
~ . 
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\, 
flow time,· number of ·1ots in-process, and inventory "'value did not reach 
steady-state during the simulation run for several of the alternatives 
tested.. Consequently; endi.ng values were reported for these experi- ·- .. 
- . 
ments· . In aJ.l other experiments, a steady state condition existed for 
,.\. 
~he entire run, and the results reported are the means of the ten con-
. ,. ...... . 
_ secutive samples taken . 
.. Th~ fi1·st performance measure of ·interest is the ave!_age flow 
' 
time of lots through the shop. One ~l:)jective· of operations man_agement 
is the minimization of manufacturing· cycle ttme. This allows the shop 
- -to be more responsive to demand fluctuations and results .in a smaller . 
• ,I} y 
number of lots in-process. The general trend of the ·flow times, .. aver_age 
lots in-process, and total inventory v~lue as effected by the labor and · 
















r ._ •. ~ 
l ) 
d 
-As· in·,_ simple machine limited studies, the SP!'· queue disc~pline , 
pro.duced the mip.imum flow time· of the three queue· disciplines tested 
under each of the six labor disciplines. Tho:ugh ~he aver.age flow time 

















·, , .... -------·· " 
: ', # 
,,' ' ·.J ' 
• 
f ' ····.·- . ' ,.. ' 
.. ., •-. ' 
thro.ugh~put times.·.·• Izl .. general, under an. SP.r .. _ qu~ue disd.ipline·, 1-2% of ' . . \ .· 
. ·,' the 4000 lo.t;· for each experi:men~,. .. did not complete. processing by the .. . . . , . . I . 
. . 
' 
end of the simulat·ion run. .An (SPr; SPI') labor-queue .combination re.;. 
" •.-. 
-r .,'· • •. • 
""·:'~ ,- . 
• -! - 'L 
. s1.1:(~ed: in.,.5% of t~e lots• bei~g unfinished-~ . As. a result·, the mea.n\_·--and ' •, ., . ;-,:: .. 
-.- . 
' 





. .dis~ipiines. ·., )fhis 'fact· can ·be verified by· compari:llg the ·ratio·· of the • •i ' -
. 
. 






mately 2·.4, {tJie· ·arr.ival rate), .for::-ea;c}1 :O.:Zf'.:t'he: a.lt·ern~t,:i;yes. 
, 
" I 
Since :the .. J. · 
. ·: 
__ ,.-.... 
: " . 
. .. proce·ss~g time·s are __ in part .a, :functi.on: of· the l·ot si~:~ ~--*-.8.!ge lot~.··: 
' are penalized under the .SP'!' queue. discipl.ine. . Aro a r~Sll)t., the lo.ts: . . . '' ·• . ' ' ' . . ' . . •' ' ·I,, . ' \. ' 
' ;; ·.· ' ' 
, __ , : '. ·_;._;- ,, ..... · . -,-.. I C that r·ema±~:· in inventory ·tend to ·,be ~¥ge;r. lmcler · .. s.r,r. than ··those. re;..~·.-~:'- :~:-~,. · .. ,: .. 
. . ---~,-- . ' ·- !""'· . ' 
. • ... 
,.. ·.- . 
,-. 
. ... ; . 
. 
. 
. . maining·,under a FCFS or .. FISFS· queue di·sci_pline.· , Th.1s f'act is ver-i:f'i.ed. .. . '· . . 
. --~QY. comparing the number of-'.lot.-s .in proce.ss un,der ar1 sl?f ~ul,e t·o the . 
.. 
-r- \._. 
.,;,, . ..-.~ .,.,:-'~ 
. . 
. 
' ... .. :"1-, -~ . 
-
' 
. ·-· number of·' lots in-process unde~ a .. :.FCFS or.', FISFB rule, ·and the respec--_,--
' 
' tive inventtrr;/: value·s under .the,,·:dif~e.r~nt ·rules: · the. ch~ge·• ·1n th~: .. ·.·., . . . . 
. 
- . . 
·_,.--··: . 
I . 
.  -. -.' 
'' 
inventory value• is not af3.- great as.:~he che.nge~'.in':tne rrymb·er of ·lo.t~.··'J'···· 
. 
. . . '. . . ' ' 
. .' . ·.·• ·, ~ -~ .. -. 















•' • • ·:," • , ,• 
. ' 
' ,. '.:.. . 
:process,,· :and inventqry: v~~ue •. -- Tl}~~one:· ex_c~.ptiori -to this~ ·general patter-n 
'' . 
. . ....... ,..,, .............. ~ .... .... 
was'. observed· und.er. the FISFS 'lt:tbdr- assi:gnn,i.ent discipline. Excessive .. .. . . ' . ·_, ' , ..... ··. .··. . ,. .... ' . . . ·.·..,.·· .-- ._.,: ... ·. ·: ·.·.' . ' . 
. . . . . ',· . : ' '. ·:~ ._· i 
· labor bl.o.ckipg is ,~onje·~tured ·.to' be. a' poss-ibl·e·-~~ause for. this res·u1t· .. ' ·.' 
, (As defined ~Y Nel~on[l7J ~ 'ti>lock~ng" oilabor Occurs wbe~ there is . I I. • • 
work in queue, ·at one or ·more· service c.enters and on'e or more ' . . \ .: .. _'-.'f. 
~ A,• • 
II 
, are .idle but cannot work. at ,the. centers because ·every machine is 
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alreEµiy occ1:1pi·e_d by a laborer) ~ Under the ( FISFS, FISFS) alternative~ 
• exce·ssiye queue build-ups were observed in the early operations in 
several· of ~the labor s·ections. o·f the six labor assignment disciplines 
invest_igated, the .. LLT/NPM, LLT,. and LQ rules resulted in the minimum 
mean flow time, lots in-process, and inventory value. The rationale 
. behind these rules was 'to identify bottleneck facilitie·s and aJ.loc·ate 
· · labo·rers to these facilities·. Of these three rules, LLT/NPM and LLT .... ,J;;• 
,-, __ 
,· 
performed better than the LQ discipline .. This effect was anticipated 
1. 
since LLT/NPM~ ~and LLT ar·e better measures of the total work content at 
each of the facility centers and, therefore, would be expected to be .. 
better identifiers of bottleneck facilities. These rules-, however, re-
quire additional computational effort ~d their advant.ages may be off-
set by. this fact. It is interesti~g to note that the LLT /NPM labor 
rule shows an improve·ment over the LLT rule under an SPr or FISFS . 
queue discipline but not under a FCFS disci:gl:ine. The author has rio . ' . -., . 
.' 
log-i-cal .explanation for this result. . . ' The SLT rule yields the war.st . 
performance. of ·the six rules studied. Under this rule a laborer is 
ass_igried to the facility cente~ havi~g the smallest labor content in 
queue. !As a result, bottlenecks are allowed to form and are give~ the 
lowest priority. 
·' 
Ay~~ge position of the in~proces·s inventory· is another statistic 
. p· '• .. ,,. 
of interest. AveraJ.position is an indication of the rf:le:tive amount 
. ·1 ' 
••• 
.. . of',,proceSsi.ng performed on the lots curre,ly in-process .. The aver.:.. 
age positio~·- .. for each .of .the 18·· aJ.terpatives is given in Table 5. · ( . . . ' ' . . ' . . . 
. 
" 
-, • ' .. J (' 
. -. .. ,. . 
C 
,,, .. 
• • . ·1 
-44-.· 
• 
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I '~. • •·• ,,.,,,,. """"~ 
....... 1 .• , ... "•'•1· .· 
,. 
• i • ' • 
. ,,· . ' 
j .. 
·.· The average position under the FIS'.FS labor discipline- is in general . ' . 
significantly lower than the average .position for the other alternatives . . ' 
tested. A low average position.,indicates that a h_igh :percentage of the 
lots are held in early operations of the· process. This reaffirms pre'.-
vious results in which large queue build-ups were observed in .the ~a.rly . . . 
. ' 
--··1 .. : 
. operations ~de·:r the FISFS _labor discipline. _ Observing the average 
• 
parent th~t the SPr queue dis·cipline produces an- average pcisition . ' 
. ; 
r 
. , ... 
. 
. - . 
~: -·.. . --~' ', ·lower than that .·achieved under a FCFS or" FISFS queue ·disci~pline. · As 
lots 'move through· the sbop they tend t-o become, smaJ.ler·· due t.o··.in-. . . . .. 
- fo-1,. • 
, .. ~_: ~ .. '. Under the SP!' ~queue ·disc.i~line ,· the.s:e · sma.lle,:r · 1ots: ,. . I . 
. ... ".. . 
. . . . . • , 
. '.· ,.· . 









-, ' than larger lots. The ·1ots th.a~ re·main in invento·ry are_ thus.·iarg~~r · · · ·. · . ' ' '-· 
. 
.. ' 
. . . 
" lots which tend to. be queued a.t the· early stages· of the- proce;ss. , . T:h.~ . .. . 
.. ~ .. . '! . 
. .. FISFS. queue discipline al~o· produc·es an·· avera~ pC>.siti0n th~:t::· is ];~:es-:·-- .· 




I • \ ..... 
. . 
" 
di·seipl:ine . the lot.s th.er~ have been. , in the syste~ the · 10!1-g~~t ·are given 
., 
h;ighest priority an~ move, t·hrough the s~op:/'ll1C>fe r.apid.+Y ·thElll· new-,:·io:ts •. ·· 
··The lot·s that remain· .in t;h.e .system,' have· Iat·er· starting time·s · and there-.· ,: .. ··. · I "• 
.. , 
:fore have a ;elatiye+,Y 1:0w ave\.age position •. · 







. . · tion of flow time .. A smaller stan,dard ,deviati-on of flow time implies 
"' ..... , ..... .,. .. ,.,._ . 
·. ·tt ·more pre.dictable lot finishing date ... A la!ge standard deviation of' . . .. . 
,-· •• i··C-. 
:flow time implies a, possibi~ity that lots. will fin·ish extremely eai:ly 
' ·.·· ,(.,. . 




. ·,- : . 















- -- ' ;. . . 
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. or excessively late •. · ·~ts finishi~g too .. early ~~t be held in a 
finished product inventory until the required due date; lots finishi~g 
af'ter their due dates may __ produce customer dissatisfaction.. The 
'\ 
standard deviation of flow ·times .are presented in Table 2 for the 18 
basic experiments performed.· Hist_ogr~s o:r the flow ·times are pre-
' 
·sented in Appendix A. As is evident in Table 2, the FISFS queue dis-
···~~ipl'J:fi;e .. ··yi·e·ld'S .. tlfe ~ :nfirfi':in1rrff ,t s'tfuiaar·d 4e·nat'i 011 . cft· fl OW time for each 
of the· ·1abor disciplines teste·d; the ·sn· ·queue ·ai~_q:J.piine )"ields t~ 
~-~-·· . ~ 
' ' ' . ' . 
maximum stan.a&r-<i- deviatiq~-:~ ________..o,•'c•-·-• One may note_.tpat these results are 




. . . - . 
. :gene:tal pai.f~tn of· flow :l;ime · st-a;ndarQ. deviation was observed for the .: •. · -.... ·· ... · 
However,·; it· i,~- .intere.sting to .note. th,at ·_ .... _: .· _-. . 
. 
' . 
... ' \ . 
the FISF:S labor dis.cipline . p;oduces a r-el:ati vely 1·ow ·.standard dev;ia-.. : ..~ . , .. ( 
. 
. - . 
', 





-.--...1--,..... 0 ' ' M.J>, ' • ' 
stazj:q.a,r·a. ·d¢yi~~!o:n·s, ·a .+esult sj_milar to the. queue di$ci-J?li-ne-~coun~er-·:: ·: -~ .. 
., 
·parts ot · -t'.hes~,,.rtl];ces • · · The ···.{.$PT; ij]:lT ( lilt,erilat ive( Prodiiced the m~imum . 
'• 
. 
. . -.-__._.... ....... 
____ ,.. ········_, 
. standarddeviation,of now, time·.·:, .... . . '', . . - . . 
.. -.-..... ' ' . • •• ,# :··· ..• 
"? ...;.""t:""'' .;-~,t1,,c,,,...... . . 
The re.lative· .ranki_ng o~ :th¢~ i·a"bor·: -ass.ignment:f·di·s~ipliile.~. with,···. . ' . •, . ,• . - •. . ·• 
-:---. . . 
. -· . . ·. . 
. . : •, ; . . . . : . ': . .,_ 




·, . ·~, ... 
' .. fespect te.:)La.bor utjj_ization below· · 
. ',. ' ... ' 
' ' 
. ' . . ',-:~ .· . : .• 







... , ........... ,. .. , ... . 
Labor 













This ranki_ng tends to agree with the flow time ranking, a result that 
..J 
may be anticipated. Labor utilization is a function of the work to be 
performed and the number of laborers available. The total work to .. be · 
performed is deter.mined by the jobs input to the shop. Therefore, ·· · 
under steady state_. condition.$..~, .. ,,"l,abor utilizatiorJ. has an upper limit 
-
- 0~ • 
,., ........ = 
·set 1t the _j~ input rate.· .As previoµsly stated, the values of flow 
time, lots in-process, and inventory exhibited a'.positive trend for 
certain alternatives tested •.. No trE=,nd was obser"1ed, 0 however, in the ) . 
. 
labor utilizations. This is an indicatior1 that some of the alterna-
. . tiv-es tested may never achie-ve steady st0ate under the_ present shop- con-. 
:f'.igura .. tion. The relative ranking of the machine utilizations under · -
the various labor disciplines. is appr~:>;JII1.c:1.tely thl=·-~s-ame as that of the 
labor utilizations. This result i$ not . surprising in a dual~resou.rce _. 
J 
. constrained production system; the more severely constrained resource - ' . . 




controls the utilization 
. ---
. .. - ~ . . . 
4 f .. ,. . f ·' ¥ P 4 #. .• . , : ... 
·
1These utilization~: are 











. --.1,,,;J''•·'''''' . .' 
• 
',·.; 
The number-of setups per hour was an.additional measure of per-
formance .studied. Since there are fewer laborers in the shop than 
. 
machi!J.es, it is nec·essary to move laborers between facilities to main-
tain lot movement. The number of setups per hour measures the amount 
of lab.or movement within the sections o;f the shop. A setup occurs 
! each time a laborer moves from one facility center to another. Pro-
·:ductive ·1,ab"C>"r ··time ·is ·1ost each time a l~porer moves; it is thus 
beneficial to minimize the amount of labor movement without creati~g 
excessive bottlenecks in the shop. As is evident from Table 8, the 
number of setups per hour is affected s~gnificantly by the labor as-
, . 
. s_ignment disciplil}e. The LQ, LLT, and LLT /NPM labor rules result in 
tl1~ least number of setups per hour while the SPI', SLT ~ and FISFS labor 
. 
. disciplines s_ignificantly increase the number of setups _per hour. 




. [ . . ments. Each ·cif these alternatives was implemented universally across 








' tion with: a LQ, LLT ~ or LLT/NPM labor ass_ignment rule. The FISFS queue 
discipline performed at least as well as the FCFS queue discipline on 
·-
. . 




,1,\_,';_;-;••,;'.',;:\::!:i,;-':• .. ,<',''•••• aver.age flow time, lots in-proce·ss, and in-proc.ess inventory value •. 
' 
i:• 
. . .,, In additibn, this rule yielded a minimum standard deviation of flow .· . . . ... ':. ' ,. ' -,J . . ' 






















. ~ ,, .. ,._-,,. 
-
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the computational effort required to implement the rules. The S?r 
queue discipline minimized the aver.age flow time and lots in-process 
and consequently tended to minimize the in-process inventory yalue. 
........ 
A major faili~g of the SP.r rule, -however, is ·its extremely large stan·~· 
.. 
. 
' dard deviation o.f flow time. · The FISFS labor discipline is advan-
t.ageous in that it gives priority to the oldest lots in the shop; yet 
·it ·a.1s·o ·prdduces excessive queue buildups at early shop operations. · 
The SPI' labor rule in combination with the SPI' que.ue discipl_ine pro~ 
duced a. low value of flow time and lots in~process, but the standard 
• 
.. deviation of flow time under this alterna~i ve was prohibitively 
' ,, 
,' .. •.. ~- . 
.- ,P ' 
... 
. •; · ... _ ...... 
., 




" - ,, 
. ...... : 
.._.,,.· .. 
- . . ~ 
Performance· of Mixed ·Rules . ,-~~--- .- ·- --~ 
This section diseusses t·he ratio~aJ.e. be:h:Ln·a. the .·,seven' mixed. r-ules · . 
• . ' 
. .. . -
_: . . -
~ ... _., .. -· .. -•·";'-~ .~. 
.,, 
. 
. . : invest.igated and the ~ffect of these rules on shop pe.rforma.nc~. .The 
~ ,e' ',,. • -. ' 
-
.. · ' . 
. primary obje-cti ye in testing these rules :was to. minimize ,t·he- ·mean flov ,. "' . . .. . .. . :· ' . •, ; '. ·, ' . }~-. - - ' 
. ! . 
. . 
• . : I · ·time of lc;,t.s thro:u,gh the shop -Wh~le----mad:ntaini~~:·.,an· a.c'ce·pi;:~ple, s:,tanda.rc:l .. : · • 
' 
" •.\ -..... . . 
·deviation of flow time •. 
't.-
-~-..... -· ' 
. . .. 
·,4 
•• ... t •• 
·As stated ~n qh.al~:~x--~II, t:h~ s-J:1.op.·~.s·c~~os-e·d of_tiye distinct'·,::-.·· 
•. 
·' · ··.1abor sections .. The laborers :in.-e .. ach of t:hese· sec1;iions are llllder·· • f . . . ' ,' .• • - . . ' . . ' 
. . ' ,. . . 
. . . . > 
. ~-~~· ~-~~ ·.t: .- . . . . . ' . 
. 
. . 




. separate internal; management organizations·, maki·n.g. it. possible. to. . . ' . . . ·. . . .. -,. .. 
. . . . . . 
. ' 
- . - ., 
' - . . '. 
' . • 
• 
• ·h, . . . treat each section· individually with respect, ...... to ..... t..he .. illlplementa.tion of .·. · ' . . . . . . . . . '., . ' ·- . . . . . '' ,' ' . . ' . -- ... . . . ~ . ',,_,,, 
. ' ·. 
-· .' 
. ' '. . . ' . -
. ' 
-· dispatching-· _rules. Because· ot differences in; t_he ·r~lative· pqsition . . , • • ' • 
. 
-
. i ' • 
· ·shop sections, ·and the diverse characteristics.· of-the· sections, one . ·i.... .... . •• . . ,. ' ... •. '' ~ . 
-
. • .. ··--, ; 

















· queue discipl·ines. To aid in the development of tl1e various Dii'xed rules, 
,, 
the labor and machine utilizations, and the number of setups per hour 
... 
by section. for the initial 18 experiments were invest~gated. The labor 
and machine utilizations are tabulated in Appendices B and C respec-
tively, and the setups per hour by section are listed in. Appendix D • 
.. 
It is clear from Appendices B and C that there exists a significant · 
~,.di·:f~erence ··b·~+rween··""'the average machine util:f-z·ation and the aver.age ---
labor utilization. From these statistics, it appears that labor is tb'e 
more limiting resource. In comparison with the labor utilizations in 
sections 2, 4, and 5, labor utilization in Section 1 is_ high (95%) - .. 
~- ; 
.. . . 
•. 
. . 




of primary importance to effectively allocate the "ov~r-ut~l~zed" work-: ... '"' 
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.. . Wlerable. The first 11-xe~~lf:' is a result of this retasoning. A LQ -
. 
. / 
. . discipl·ip_e was i~lemented in· Sections 1, 2, 4, aµd 5, since these sec- · . ~ 
ti9ns have the· h_i.gher labor utilizatioµs .. A FISfS l·abor rul~ wa.~ ··e~-- I.:-
pioyed in s·ection 3 in an attempt. to. improve the overall flow _bf 1:0t.~ . ... ,.,.,._ ,_ --·-·:·-· 
l 




- . . . 
SPT queue disci;{ine was used.· A.~ucfy by "Newhartf2l] concluded that ... . . ,• . . ~ ,.....~ ' . . 
' 
. ' ' . - . ' 
. an ·sPr ·queue· discipline· i~..:.~E~. ppo~o-:-ref?ist · a.refJ,. · (S.e~t·ion-2:}·· .. 
,.· 
li\JSFS. queue discipli·ne i.n the . remaining.· area~· :resulted in : a ·dec~eased .. •, - . ' ' . . - ... · ' '. . . •· ·. . . ,, .. ~ . ' -
' 
. '_·. ' ... · . . 
. . . . -· : ,• . ,·, 
-· '• 
• • 1 · . 
' .. 
, ·eve.rage flow time with.out adversely a;ffect,J.pg the .stand~rd deyiat·ion .···.·••· .· · . . . . . .. . '· . . :· '' ' . 
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plemented in Section 2, while se·ctions 1, 4, and 5 utilized.a FISFS 
, queue discipline. The first mixed rule thus has the followi~g combina-
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. ·mance which approximates that of t·he (LLT, FISFS) labor~queue combtna-· 
' 
. --.._ ...... 
-
• I ' 
• 0 
· .tion (discussed in th~ previous section) wi~]J.out. requi.ring the ad.di- · ·· _ ,. " ·. ..,.. __ .......... -----
- •· 
. 
. . . 
~--·AA......11.• 
. tio:Qal c.omputationa.l effort necessary f~r- an implementation of tl;l.~ 
. . 
... 
-LLT labor discipline. The -averag~_ flow time was· -decreased.<by .'ap:proxi-





·mately 5% over the (LQ, FISFS) · alterriativ~ and the_· star1dard deviation 
ot ·r1ow · time has i~creased sl.ightly. However. the ·standard deviatiODt'' ' ' . 
. 
·. ".',· .. . 
. 
. 
' :is· stii:I ·far les·s than ·t.h·at observed und~r a· FCFS queue-- dis:c.ipline. ··.i -• • • 




. The -·labor utilization .in.creased· sli.gbtly oier that -Ach~ev¢d ·by -a:ny. of.-' =~:,· · . 1 • • • 
• 
• . ' 
___ ,.,. '._ ··- - . ~ .. 
the previous alternatives, while the number of setups ,p~r h-eur--re-· 
-... . :::/_ 
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"From these ~~sult;, ,-. otie ffiay··.J1.sk:th~<.'qu~s'1;ion:··· :qa.n .. further '--,1,. 
.. 
·· .ment in the :f:lOW ti:nie .be achieved (withqut si~d.:ficantly)a.ffecting the · . . ' . ',· . ,_ ' . . . ,, . ' ~ ' . 
. '' . 
. - ' , -
.· 
. standard . deviation ot ;flow timeJ· by usi.ng -an 
·~· 
' ·- -, ... 
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. ·882.6 ·1113,54 
1048.6 39. 88 
. J> 
1091.5 28.04 
. --j948. l 24.50 
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MIXED RULE RESULTS 
In-Process Inventor;t: 
-~verage: 
Lots- Value Position 
424.3 io49.5 84.57 
393. 5 1041. 6 83.27 
431.3 1069. 8 84.14 




~ 393. 0 966.7_ 77.07· 
421.5 1031.9·· 76.15 
·. 
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. ' Sect.ion 1~1 the section with the h.ighest labor utilization? In the-· 
second mixed rule, the SPr queue discipline was employed in Section 1 
and the FISFS queue discip,line w~s. ____ employed in Section 2, th~ cycling 
· section. All other labor and_ queue d.isciplines remained the same as 
in the first·.mixed rule .. The results of this experiment are shown in 
. 
-~- Table 9~ The average flow time and lots in-process decreased s_ign.if'i-
• . 
increased subst·antially. This leads to the conclusion that the stan-
dard deviation of flow time under the SPI' queue disci-pline is a :f'unc-
ti~on of the utilization of ·available· resourc~s; with .:h._igher · utiliz~-- _; -· 
.. . 
. -- ..... :--· ' 
. 
. tion, a ·1~ger ·standard deviation of ·:r1ow time _i.s .. ~- observed. Note. 
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-- "(. . .. . 
. I 
indicate.s the interdependence of lal:5 and machine -resources~ . 
·rhe 1;.hird mixe·a rul: · studied t~e effects of~. · pl~menti_ng; an SPr_······.· .. ,,, 
. 
queue 
.. ; ·( 
discipline in ~~~t_i_ons 2, _3 ~---4-;-- ~d 5 ( the s~qti9n-s with lower · · 
· l.a~or 1.ltilizat:i..ons) and a~ FI.SFS queue·d:tscipliri.e_i~~-~~Section 1. The·· ___... .. 
C) 
. . . 
" I o ,•n•\o\,,..... labor rules· vez,e the same .as. those. empleyeg,An . the. two pre.ceding .. . . ~~ .. ,.. .. ~"'"' 
' 
. 
. '', ··.-. 
. .. ·. ·.···- . 
. -~--·-. ·-··,-, ... ~ 
· .. ·., ... ru1.es •. _As sh-0wn -in. T~able 9, the· per:form,an~e: on :ri:ow 'time,· lots -in-·· 
. ...... ,'' ' 
.. 
. ' ..... 
. 
~-··.: .· ·.· process t- an:d 'inventory" .. va::1:ue 'fo~· the' t'hird :rule is .:poorer than that . " > ,:,: .' ". . . ' 
. . . •:; . ... ,;· : 
'. 
. . . . . ·:-·"; ·. 
,_' 
.. 




· or· £low t1ine is higher than that of. th~ :first mixed rule, yet lower. . t . . . • ·• ' ' 
. -
• 
. . . 
. 
. ' 
process, a FISFS queue discipline l~ter sec- · 
.... · -
J• ., ,,· --
. -
'Is•-.. I 
. -~-'- :-,:_ ,• - .. ·:·::: ... 
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-· . ,. tions of the shop is l~gely similar to an SPr queue discipline. How-
.. 
ever, under a FISFS rule, priority is based .. on lot starti~g time, thus . .. 
maintaini:C1g a uniform movement_.o:f'_ lots thro~gh these sections. 
... ,·· 
. . 
Having obtained a _"good" combination of. queue disciplines, one 
lf".....r.i•--.. .•... 
. . 
may turn to the. determination of a combination of labor ass_ignment 
.. - __ ,.--.;. . ..• . 
.. 
• dis~iplines which may further· improve the shop performance. The . . 
JJ 
the LQ discip+ine. 
discipl~nes: 
The fourth rule is thus composed of the followi~g 
•. 
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,.. ·.. . . .. 
., . 
·. The resul:ts · achieved by this combination _r.ule. -are. giv~n i~.'Ta9l~. 9:~:__:-: 
'r ~; • ., ' ',·.i: · t , 
. . • 
,.t. . The flow time., lots_ in-process, ·~cl.· inveI1tory. v~lue. ·llllder. -th:i..s EO.ter-: . ' - . . 
. . . 
·native are· approxiiil~tely the same. as. ·the. r~s,µ1,ts·. of,· the ·(L.Q:, .FIS:FS) ,, . 
. 
. . ,· 
. . . 
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·.· ~ .. 
.previous section ths.t ·.·a. FISFS · labor ~.isc·i,pline .de-c;reas·es the sta.TJ.~. · . . . . . . . ' ' _. .· .- ' -·· ~ . 
. ., . 
. 
. 
. .. _ 
' 
. . 
.. ~:. ··- . . . ~--
.··. dard . dev:t~tion. qf ;f'l_Qw t~e ~ E3,. r~s.u;i.t the.~ is .~si.i?! .obl;le:r:ved by . • ' . .. ·' 
·.' ·-. • ,;,- ''T: ·-· ' 
. ·, 
.· -
··: - J 
. .. • ... _, .. · ... _ ... 
. 
. 
comp:aring th~· .. re·sults ,, ' ... . 
. ,, 
. 
·rule .. ·. 
" ,, . ' 
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·-
-Since Section 1 bas the h.ighest .. labor utilization and since the 
. 
·. majority of ~he_:in.ventory is apparently resident in this section, it .. 
,'""''''"···· ...... ,. . .,~ ... 
would seem l.ogic~ to _implement the ''best" labor-queue rule combina-· 
tion in this ·section. From the .·secon_d mixed rule,' it was observed 
-· 
-
'-that a FISFS queue discipline must be~'.used in Sect·ion 1 to maintain 
... 
ah acceptable standard deviation of f'l~w' time. Since the LLT/NPM 




. •. . 
Fl:SFS quelle discipline a (LLT/ITT>M·, FISFS) conibi:ri~tion vas -~~iOyed 
in Section 1, with aJ.l · other lab.q.r:~and queue disciplines -identical 
to those for the .first mixed rule. · The· results of this. fi.:f'th rule--,_._ • ... -
.. are_ .given··in T~ble 9. From.Table ·9; it is clear th~t a dramatic ... 






.. \ -'. ,. . . 
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flow time and lots in-process compare favorably with the· (L1T/NPM, SPr) ., 
alternative discussed in the pre.vious sect,ion. The·· ·in-process , -
...._ . - --
inventory value is ·the minim~ of ·a.Ii :aJ.te·rnatives investigated: atld . 
the· standard dev4.-at-ion of n·ow t~me is -~pproxirnately equa.J.. to tliat. 
. e_Jq>ej;i·en_g~·d unde"r·-·=a~~-s-i-mple -· FIS·FS queue · discipline • · In· , addi ti-on , -: ---




~he tot al numbe-r of' setup§;_. _per .. hour doe$ -not· • .ex~e~e_d t.he a·ur;llb:~r -• ~ ,. ...,.,.... ' • 1 • _,,, __ ... 
• ' • 
~· observed .. for. any other alt.~:rna.t~ve. --
. -. ~ ":' . ' 
• ~ ... -. - : : . (! 
- • ~ l I --
' 
- ' 
. ,• ' 
•, . . : , . ' .. ·.. 
. ,' . ' 
-.. -fhe .d.ramatic ·1·mprovement. in- f3ijop _p~,rfarmance. ach·ieved. by_ th_iE;~-. · __ · 
. . __ .. 
... ·" 
I' ,•; •,. ,_' . ' ·: 
·.: · _ introduction ·ot ·the.· LLT/-NPM rule · in S~C!tio11 __ i led ~o experiment at-ion 
. ·......... . . -
with this iul:e,iµ other sectfons of the· sh·op.-· -The.-sixtb h 
~ ------
-test.ed had the 
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-·· • - r tim.e ,__. lots in.:.process-,., and inventory :value are higher than. t~ose · · · " .. ~ A 
. ~-
-- - -
- , . .- . < , . . ., > 
. ~-.. .. __ .----. . .. 
. . achieved by the fifth: rule, but are- lower than th~~e .achi~!ed -by most 
. ' - .. 
.. 






... ,.··.'.: ·.1·'.· • . 
~., other ~lt~r·natives_t~·S·t~d ... _011e· 1ogi-cral.··eJtplana.ti6ri" fo;r. this resUlt ,· ··:·.··_ ...... ·. · · . . ~ . 
.. 
. . ... '. 
- . . .. /' ' . ·. .• . 
,•. <'" •• ' 
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the LLT/NPM labor as-~_igI3:ment rule. Th~ 1·LT/NPM disc.ipliri~_ a~signs 
. . . ...,, . 
labore,rs to facility cent,ers hav:ing th.e· 1·arge·st l~b,or ·cqnten..t pe_r _num-
·-·· 
. :. :• ' 
-. . 
. . 
ber ot p.ermit.ted laborers·. Under· the· S~- qu.eue dis_cip!~ne, tbe aver_ag~ · · . __ · 
..... 
• { 
size of ·.?--ots_ in queue, and' ther_· efore -th_· e ave:i·._age· lab.or··. c~~tenct' i~~ 
<A"~J-· 
: .., .. .,., 
.... ·' .. 
. ' 
each queue~ -~ends to -be higher t:ha.n .tha-t·· for···tb.e same riumb:er Of. lots· , I 
'I' ' :, . 
under a -FISFS ,que,ie· ·ais,ciplir+~· •. . · Thus . tl!jei ,!JLT{~M-ruie tg.n~s ·-t"_o .. : .... g·i-ve -· 
' •. • • ' -A--~• . .. • :· • -,-
_,w' " • ' ., •"' • 
.··_ • •• ', • • •. • 
- ' ... ·r·,·"; 0 •"" . '". J. • ..... ' • 
:-"·-·•.,-.. ,~ ... 
. priority· to the1::r~c·i1ity ce.nt:ers:,cqntainin·g.thes·e lar,ger lots.· A.L.Q . ... 
. .·- . ··-,,_·.'. ~~-, ' 
.. : . ~· .. · . , ·. ·-:,, . ~-- •: . - ·_.: __ . 
. . ·' ·_ .. ·-·., .. -.... · .. ·. :_ .. -. I ·,· 
_· ... discipi.ine· m~.!7~~y _cqunt.~ the:·nmnrb'er or· lt>ts· in each _:tac·i1:ity queue and· . ..:, ' . •' . ', ,•, :: ,., '' - ,. . ·. . ' . ' . . ' " ', . ' . .•"'. ', 
__ -• . , . . 
- ' . .. . : . . .· 
. . 
, \_.:-.-. ; .. · · ·· · assigns. a, laborer to the.· center 'ha~v~ng: the most lots awaiting servi·ce·. '. ' . 
. 
. ' . ~ - . ' 
. 
· · A similar effect would_ be: expected ,'.in ·Sect:i.ons . 4 and·5-;under .a. FISFS - .. •, ' ' '•. . . ' . . . ~ . ' 
., ' . 
-. ' 
.'I 
' .. \ 
. -
.·· be '.the sm~l~est .. · To .test this conj~cture, a seventh rule w~s des_igned •. · 
. I - • 
< • ' 









discipline and all other disciplines re:rnained the same as in ·the sixth 
.,.. ...... ___ ' 
mixed rule, The results are. given in Table 9, .An improvement over 
the sixth rule is observed in :flow time, lots. in-process, and inventory 
". 
value. However, this la.st rule does not perform ·as well as the fifth 
. . 
rule, and the Previous conjecture. is thus neither confil'l!led nor diS-
·!" "· ·'. , 
'proved. 
·A ·sllllllnary · of the ·mxed. thles ii.tidied Ts· given in Table 1 O ~ 
• • I ' • , • 
...... 
. _.,,,.,,.__... ---~ ..... ,..._, 
··- ...... _,:"."-· . ' 
· · · This chapter has Presented the results of 25 experiinents which 
"'-'.C:." ,.:.....;~..,.:..-. _:_ ~ - ' .~~· 
studied the effect o.f priority· dispatching in· a. labor cand machine 
. •. . ...,...,... ·~ -
I 
limited ... production.· system. . . . . . . . • ; f . . . . The.· r.e~itl.t·s. qf' these e.xpe·r~ments illustrate· 
. 
the dependence of Sll,o'I}. per:f:'or.ina.nce . on · both l~bor Md. queue disciplines. .• · ..· 
' . ·.. . .' ... . . . . . . .. . . . ·. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
'·- - ' .. 
) • r • ,: 
· In addition.,. it is · clear that the· effects o:t the. va.r:i6us .q'Ueue dis""'. •· ·· 
. . . . . . '~ . . ' ;:' . . :.._ . ._ 
.. - . 
. , ~ 
ciplines a:i-e n~t independellt Of .t.fie 18.bor ass,ignment . 
~ ... ---- • . • . -- It 
... _-··, '·...,. 
. . .... 
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CHAPTER IV· 
•: ~~ . 
·. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 'FOR· FURTHER STUDY.· . , ~ ' 
.. ·'. 
' . 
· This thesis, has studied· the effect of various labor a.ssign-·. :, 
- . . . ' ' 







\ )v·estigated niay be implemented w~ thout · the use of an information ---
· . 
. ·sys:tem. Frein. the standpoint····or··~overa.11. 'shop perf9rm~ce, _ the best · 
. . . 
,o• ~Ci., .... : '·; 
. -_,..:.... . 




-· _ .- .. cip:J_ine··,·:tn. ·combination with; .a LQ,.' :L~T, or 1·1T/NPM :labor as~,igrunent rule. 
' ~ ,_ . 




-.. f ~"".:., .. ,• .. . . 
...--· 
. - · It was found, in- :gene.ral·~that: the .labor.· .ass·ignment rules, which dispa-tch • ,--•, .. L • • • 
' •' 0 •' ' 0 ' ~ < ., ~ : ' ,, : '• • 
• 
' • 
' • 0 ' • 
' • 
.' ' 
. available ' l~borers . to ceht~rs eon·tainihg -the . most wo.rlt' in,,· Qtt~ue . p'erform . '.-' . . . ' . -~ ·.. . . 
. . . 
. . . - . . ' . . . ·:. .: ·- ,··, . 
,._.-
. . ; ' 
. - . . . .-: - . -.. ---·-- . . . . . ' . . . . 
_,_. . . .,. '• ._ .. ' ... ·., \ : . )_ .. ' . . ,: . . . _· ' . tbe best __ on. · all ~easures of shop performance.. . The FISFS .labor rule-, _ 
...... 
. - :while .attempting 'to .. maintai·n a .. steady: flow~;0r··--·1ots •. thr-ough 'the ·sp.op, ,. ' . ' • 
• ' 
,·,· • • ,a . . • . .• 
. ·• •, " -._ ..... :, 
'QI 
•· ·,· ·-, '··,·· . -~--
. ... ... 
·. 
. .. · :. . . . .· 
- ., : ,'• : :,,:, \ . . . . .. · , . . . . 1ft . ' \ v , . 
__ _produced excessive, ;queuing .in- the·· early operations: of the shop. _Cori- -
sequently, a larg~ · .. in-process·. inverito_ry, .and relatively .. large job. r+ow •.. 
times were observed. The: ·EISFS' quetj~_-·a.is¢ipline performed. at least ·:~s.: -_ · _ 
. . . . ' '. ~ ··.:"' .' 
. ,. '. . 
_., 
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' ' • ,-· •• J· . \!' • 
weµ ·as . the Ji!CFS raj.e ·with re:spect to average . flow time, · 1ots- in-proces.s ·, ·. . .. ,· ... ----- ..... 
- .. - ~--- . 
..__j . 
. 
. . • 
. . ' -
. 
• ! • •• ' Performance_ .tr~<!~-ofts. ·must, be .considered iri.. com-- .. 
. 
- • • ' ; _-7 
-
- .. . 
-• ~~ inventory value. 
-- . ..-- -·- ----~ 
. -·.- . - . ' ,, . . ·_;_ / 
_· . . .. .... - . ' .. . . .- . . . ··-·_·· . . : ' . . ' . . . ' .. . . - . . .· ... ' , ' . . 
· paring· the results· -a9h1-eved· by -a· FIS.FS .·queue_ ti1sc1pl1ne ,with those . . . 
- . 
. -. 
. : . 
·-
. , . .--.: 
. 
., .. 
p~o4uced by an ~PT rule. ·As h~s ,been ·showri: i,n:-::previous . s:tudies .·on· · 
. . ·. - ':-- . . ' . - . . . ~ -- . . . . ·,. . . -: . 
. I' . 
-·~chine -.limi·t·ed -~ystems·, -the SPT·,que~~•-discipline._tende_g., to __ mi~imize·'. .. -_ ·:·_· .--·-· ( ' . . 
. . ' 
. 
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_{ ._. ·;, .. ---~---.. 
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.. ·,·. the flow time and io.ts in-process, ··b1.1t produced :a· c'orrespondingly large 
standard deviation of flow· time •. ··It was also·. founa that the ·standard de--_ 
.. --.-,. ~- .. 
' .. 
viation of flow time under.the SPT rule is a·:runction of the-resource· 
. -··· 
. . 
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--·labor utilizati~n resulted, in ·an extremely .large s·tandard deviation 
O:f flow :ime. ·. Additional~~}his investigation has shown that the 
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! 
_ .. improvement in inve:ntory -value produced by the ·SP!' discipline was 
.. 
. no~ as_ great ~s the _improveme·nt· ill. t.lle number of' lots in-proce.ss, 
__ .... -·.. 
,-
' import an tr economic-. r.esl4t .• 
. '. . ' ,, ' '. . l . ' . 
· Var_i.ous ·combination.· rules were~investi-gat·ea in an. attempt to .. ·. -· • . ,· ,: .·!. . ! . . \ . . . . .. .. , ....• ,_ .. , ...... 
. 
-~ 
· capture the ·"best" characteristics of individual llll:iversal rules. 
~ " - - -: ~ . . . 
_· . The ~e tllat produced the be-st r~sults with resp~ct·-=to all measures 
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. ,In an attempt to_.r~r.t.her ~mprove_s:hop···p·erformance, the LQ.disciplines 
.J .· 




cipline. - Inte.rest·ingly eppugh, shop perfo.rma.nce decli11ed. - ·Based . 
on this.·r·esult, it .i·s ·con·ject.ured.-th.at a··LLT or LLT/NP~~lap0-r.·.r~~: 
• ,·, . l 
"i" . . • -- '' . ' 
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. . . 
~as:- ···a tempering effect on tll:e · SP!' .queue ·discipline.- · The validity fl . 




' - ' •. 
·, ' . . 
' 
. .. ._·, and 'remains an obvious ~r~a·f'o.r_ :f'urtl:ler~s~~dy •. -_~q.e~a, _the enti.re · 
_..,__...; ....... , ...... . 
-
-... :quest-ion. _c.>f t.he. inter~rel~tionships of _l-al:i.o'r and queue>disciplines. . ' . ' .. ~' . ·. .. ·• . ;,, ~ •, '. ·' ' ·. .. . ' . . 
. .~ . ' 
, .. ··.. '. ' . 
• 
',•'.' I .. 
s.~ould be. explored further._·_ 
' -
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. ; .. · .. ··· . ,·.. • .... · : ·. . ': > . '· .-~- .> ... . . . . . 
. Thro:ughout this in_vest,ig,at.ion, a t·ime loss of one~:minute .was 
·'· ., '·"~ .•.. ,~,., ... , .... ,,.,. 
. . . 
curred each time a laborer_ w:as reass.igned to a ·different facility_ 
' 
.~ I , ., • 
_center. This mechanism, .. a~tempted to mode-1 · lea.rning effects· experi-
' . 
. . . 
... . 
-· enced by operators. who transfer between workstati.ons frequently. 
As operators· are ·trar1sferred less, thei_r -erfici_ency·. at·. certain 











··" ~~u-s . .:,,.be: -..-&i,ve;n .. ,,:ho .-··ape.rat-or ··,·s;Pe cra:1.i z:at i 0n,,···"attd · the · po··s si bl e "\~n-clu~i:ton 
----·:......--
of . a hete .. rogen.eo.us, rat~er than homo.g~neous, _labor_ fo:rce in .the· s.hop. 
In the present model, th_e· workforce is assumed to be hoinogeneous· 
' 
- . . . . ' 
l within the shop sections. 
.~- Another parame·ter ·no~ .cop;aide.red .. ix1_ t-h.e inves-t!gation .·i:s t.he 
. . . . 
. ; 
• 
.. . ! . i . 




. . . . 
five labor sections. For this 1nve.st:_ig~t1.on·,, the pr0babi:lity of.·. a. 
., .• ( ........ ~ ... .-v,~ 
""'r, 
.,... 
··'laborer return··f·ng ·to cent:raJ..· control- a:fteJ· ,completing .. a job was . . 
. . . . . 
. .. 
,., -·--·. 
' • • • 
."! 
investigation is a~~ of th~ eff'eet, otiI,J.~!:;lasi~g t:bis •:co~tro;i..;i, 
_ _.,,,...,- . 
Additionally, a con.si.derat·ion·_of the ·.mea.n-s by which an- .actua.1.·shop_ 
r" . 
would impl:em;~nt strict·er control is usef.ill-_from an. applic·ai·~bns . ___ _ 
. -
./~ . . .< , ' 
• 







-· · As_ .st·~ted previ<;>usly, thi~ '.:irlv~~-t.ig:at:.ion · cqn,sig~:ied: -sii -.1.alJo-r. 
.. 
. - ' .,,."-"~-~.':'··. --... ' 
• • -
• 
---·.-•--.-"·•~ •' .. .-.~-..,..,.,. -~~ ,ot' 
,,,.), ,' .. ' ' ;, :<'! • ,- ' 
~. • ' ,·, • : • • e·', • ' .•/.~ '. • 
.. _' ~ assigiimerit rule·.s· and three. 'qu~u~ dis-ci:plines. which'i can be. iniple-. \ ,' . . . .. • . • .' . . • . . . . • . . • .·• .. ; ... . . .. ' • CS: 
. 
. . . . . . 
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_, . . 
-· · aj..tern..ativ~s can .. _ be .·developed;··· For ... :e~ampl.e ,- a .. labor assignment · I 
, 
• 
.. I ~ 
' 
• 
. rule :Which considers 
. . ' 
ma.ghine ·:proce-ss:Ln:g_t.imes (in .addition to . ' ,' . 
., . . ' . . . 
,- .1,i-', . 
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labor times)~may improve shop performance.. "Look-ahead" rules can 
be devised. Composite rules witn1n labor sections should result in 
further improvement in overall' shop performance. In addition, 
different queue disciplines on h_igh and low demand items may improve 
shop performance without adverse~y affecti~g the· level of service. 
,, The number of alternatives ·that can "be tested- t}?.rb:ugh the aid of a 
·· ··s'.itn:ulat·it)n····nfodel of the type used in this study is basically un-...:, 
·~ ... 
limited. · 
~his investigation has illustrated the importance. of· includi?g 
labor as an active constraint in a production system,_ and indicates· 
<(l, ~·~ 
. that multiple-resource constraints more accurately characterize 
the shop und~ study. Continued research.in this area, .thro~gh 
' . 
. both sinn1J at ion · and analyt.ical studies, should prove extremely 
' . . 
trui~ful in solvi~g the pr9blem of effectively allocati:ng liMted ~ ..,.~ . 
. ., 
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Note: Results of FISFS, SPT, an·d SLT labor rules are not 
presented he~sinc~ · those alternatives were not a~_ 
steady state . 
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd.) 
FLOW T.IME HI8TOGRAM3 
,,( FISFS Queue Discipline) \ 
, Labor Disc,ipline 











Note: Results of FISFS, SPI', and SLT labor rules are not 
.~ . 
• 
presented here since those alternatives were not at 
steady state .• 
,·-
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· APPENDIX A ( cont ' d. ) 
FLOW TIME HISTOGRAMS 
(SPT Queue Discipline}· 
.. Ce·ll. (Hours) ,:_·L_Q _______ .L_L_T ____ ·1_LT_1 __ /_NP_M _____ ._SP_T_ 
0-300. -- .. -- -- .21.4 
.- 300-400 • 021 • 023 • 009 • 382 
· . . . 400'."'500 · . .137 • J.41. . -- . .. • 095 .176 





I , . 
! ... 




· 500-600 • 256 _ ... 055 
'· 
• 227 .229 . 
600'!... 700 • 201 , . . • 029 .200 .231 
700-800 
.144 .154 















.027 ' · . , .029 
ll00-1200 
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Note: . ResuJ.ts ·of·. FISFS · and SLT labor· rules are· not pre.sented hijre 
. . . . • '. . . . . . . . . . .• . . . :. . . .t''"I ' • . . 
since those· alterpatives ·were not at steady rate. · · · .. ·. · · · 
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Shop Section . ) 
· .AJ.ternati ve 1 2 3- 4 5 
LQ, FCFS 95.653 79. 204 61.630 90. 871 87.498 LQ, FISFS 95. 720_ 78.985 61~284 90.523 87.245 . 
... 
LQ, SP!' 
. 95~962 79. 338 ',,,,,, 61. 392 90.·-S09 87~ 191 
LLT, FCFS -95.-9.74 
-79. 315 ,. 61. 28·8 90,152 86. 769 "---····---···"-·' ... ··. ___ ..... -.. ,., .. _.,.<.LLT, ___ FISFS _____ ,_, ...... ~95----352 ___ ,., ___ ·. - -78-.6-44---: .... --~c.,822 -· -·· ·.~--90~5·4~J- ,,,,_.~_.,, ... 86·~-885·-----···~-•n·······~------~-~----LLT, SPT 95.513 78.877 --·- 61.140 90.586---- 87,270 
LLT/NPM, FCFS 95.606 78~749 61:066 96. 411 86. 802. LLT/NPM, FISF~ 95.900 7.8. 981 61. 419 . 91.515 87" 813 ~ . LLT/NPM, SPT 96.lll .78. 945 · 61.640 91,308 88. 036 ,,----- . ' -. I 
FISFS, FCFS 93.216 77.213 .60. 366 '90. 342 . 86. 645 ·. • FISFS, FISFS 92.985 77. 393 60. 362 90.055 86. 280 FlSFS-, SPT 93. 572 77.743 i ,. 60·. 788' 90.946 87. 365 
SPI', FCFs· 95. 450 79 .. 653 ' 59. 463 86.746 83-. 538''. · 
. SPT, FISFS 9_5.016 79.997 59.232 87. 8·38 . 84. 412 6PTi .. SPT 95. 415 80.088 59.993 88. 807 85.·787 
SLT, FCFS 91.021 · 76. 797 55. 801 82. 366 79.143 SLT, FISFS 91.671 76-.142 59 .11-J_ 87.657 84'. 379 SLT, SPT 90.642 76. 592 56. 861. 83. 346 80.928 
.Mixed 1 96.256 79. 492 ·61. 871 91,4ll 87.738 Mixe·d 2 96. 236 79. 538 61.777 90. 721. &7. 693 ... 
· 79.148 61.365 87.349 
Mixed 3 95. 818 
·91.112: • Mixed. 4 95.6.89 78.998 .. 61.288 90. 414, 87. OQ9 
. , 
Mixed 5 96.311 78.978 - 61 ..• ,76; 91.·857 88 .. 119 
' 
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.LLT, FCFS 34-.55_5 --32-.-438 - ---42.770 . --!i-0.230 28.ll5 
LLT, FISFS 34.0-38 32.202 ~g_._3_7_3 --.- _ 40_._3_81 ______ 28.15 .. 8 ...... -






• ••• ,' •• -.- h ••• 
LLT/NPi~, FCFS 34.091 
LLT/IiPM, FISFS · 34. 2·30 ----
LLT/NPM, SPT 
FISFS, FCFS 









































































"\ 42. 997 . 
l 4·3.168 
42.700 
, 42. 686 
4·3. 030 
42. 589 
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APPENDIX D -. 
• 
SETUPS PER HOUR 
Shop Sectio11 . ' ........ ,. 
.. Alternative·- 1 2 3. 4 
~' 
FCFS 9.61 19.03 6.33 .90 ~----- .. 13 . . . LQ, FISFS · 9. 58 17.96 6-. I7 • 89 .12 •' 
• LQ, SPT 9.48 18 •. 74 6. 59 1.01. • 16 
~LLT, FGFS 9 .. 81 19. 35 6.45 0 1.03. .13 LLT, -FISFS · .. ··· 10 ··04·--···-· ·---····-·-18"-36 .. 6~50 -• · .. · ... · ·· 1. 03·,-- ,' .. · ... -_. , .., ... 'lo'· , .. b"' "' c•·-··· ... ·. ,. ': . ,· . •" .,, ., ... ,, .... ··~ ,- • • • • 
LLT,' SPT 9.88 18.48 6.71 1.11 .17 
LLT/NPM, FCFS 9.59 17. 83. 6.27, 
.95 .15 .... LLT/NPM, FISFS 9.90 · 16. 63 6.48 .94 .16 ,.. LLT/NPM, SPT 91• 77 16.97 6.71 1.02. .17 ... 
• 
,~~ 
FISFS, FCFS 14.19 25. 55 ·, . 6. 82 .98 .18· 
- ,,J.-.••"t, FISFS, FISFS- 14.05 26.67 6. 89 1.05 .18 FISFS, SPT 14.21 24.49 6.9.9 1.02 .18 
SPr, FCFS 15.35 27.74 D 6.23 .90 .12 SPT, FISFS 15.22 26.15 6. 30 .94 .13 SPT, SPT 15.25 27.4l 6. 72 -• 96 .15 
SLT, FCFS 14.42 ?7, 73 6.65 1.18 .23 . SLT, FISFS 13.50 26.90 6.85 1.09 .20 SLT, · SPT_ 13.96 27.29 . 6.81 1.19 .23 
.,., ........ ,•-'. 9.64 17.98 6.56 -····· Mixed 1 • 92 .·15 . 
Mixed 2 
·~· ( 
9.54 18.82 6.64 1.01. .15 Mixed 3 9.66 17.90 6.49 .95 .16 -. 4 --------- . 9.60 17.69 6.37 Mixed .95 .15 •· Mixed 5 15.·54 6.78 .95 .16 I 10.13 
Mixed I" 9.82. 16~·52 6·.69 .98 .16 0 
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